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The focus of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of utilization of non-contact

near-field probing techniques with miniature electromagnetic probes to evaluate the

performance of Microwave Integrated circuits (MICs). unlike conventional microwave

measurement methods, such as using a vector network analyzer to directly probe the pins

of the circuit under test, non-contact near-field probing techniques are non-invasive and

capable of measuring at arbitrary spots within the circuit with potentially high temporal

and spatial resolution. The thesis gives an overview on non-contact probing systems

cuffently developed for signal measurement and waveform extraction techniques and

near-fie.ld mapping and imaging techniques.

For the purpose of investigating the feasibility of non-contact near-field measurement

techniques, an automated near-field probing platform was developed. An analytic modeÌ

of the probing system was derived and discussed. Both electric and magnetic probes

(monopole probe, coplanar waveguide probe, and single/multi loop probe) were

designed, fabricated and installed onto the platform for vadous applications.

Approximate circuit models for these probes were created and analyzed. Various

microwave circuits, including coplanar waveguide transmission line (CpW), single patch

antenna and microstrip antenna array, were tested by using the near-field probing system.

To verify the measurement results of cPW structules using the electrjc near-field probing

system, the electric field variation over the surface of a cpw circuit was numerically

evaluated by using a finite difference approach, with a SoR iterative matrix solver, to

solve the Laplace Boundary Value problem.

In order to improve the spatial resolution to enable application to on-wafer

microwave circuit probing, a micro-fabricated CpW probe, at a scale less than 100 pm,

was evaluated using a micromachining process at the Alberta Microelectronics cenh.e.

The fabdcated probe was installed onro rhe automated near-field probing platform and

measurcment of coplanar waveguide transmission lines was made.



SingleJoop and multi-loop magnetic near-field probing was investigated as an

altemative to the electric near-field probing technique as a method of production line

testing of printed circuit boards. The magnetic near-field probes were used to determine

the detection capability of faults in multì-layer Printed circuit boards. Both indirect and

direct excitation measulements were conducted and evaluated. The signal fiequency in

such applications is limited up to 300 MHz range, and strong coupling between probes

was found to have considerable impact on the performance of this near-field

measurement approach.
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Ghapter I lrurnoDucnoN

The research work completed in this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of
applications of electromagnetically coupled probes as non-invasive diagnostic tools for a
broad range of microwave circuits. An automated measulement system has been designed

and built capable of producing information unavailable from conventional measurement

techniques.

1.1 Motivation

Rapid advances in the mic.oelectronics field have enabled the development of faster.,

denser and more complicated miclowave integrated circuits (MICs). The ability to test

the performance of a particular technology underlies the progress in developing that

technology. It is therefore imporlant to develop appropriate tools to accurately evaluate

the performance of these circuits and devices. The increasing chip complexity has made

circuit modelling difficult and the prediction of circuit behaviour by cornputer.

simulations alone is inadequate, Accurate measurements for device evaluation are

sequentially essentiaì. on-chip waveform measurements ale often required for complete

characterization of devices and for failure analysis purposes. Measurements within a

circuit are canied out using intemal probing techniques with the device driven by

extemal sources. while the miniatudzation and the enhanced speed performance of
integrated cilcuits are constantly being imploved, the experimentaì measurement of these

circuits is becoming increasingly difficult. In fact, the performance characteristics of
many devices, especially those based on GaAs technology, have surpassed the capability

of conventional electrontc measurement techniques.

Present measurements require probing techniques capable of measuring Gigahertz

signals with sub-micron spatial resolution and milli-volt sensitjvity. The complexìty of



integrated circuits presents a number of challenges during testing at the chip level. The

ideal probing techniques should enable measurements with high temporal and spatial

resolution, high sensitivity and low invasiveness. The measurement method should alst¡

be simple to operate and enable accurate .esults. curently available instruments do not

completely satisfy all these requirements. It is therefore important to develop altemative

plobing techniques.

conventional circuit measurement techniques rely on some form of direct electrjcaÌ

contact with the point in the circuit being monitored. For example, digital integrated

circuits are injected with test patterns and the outputs are monitored to determine the

overall functionality of the circuit. This approach, however, does not provide any

information on the identification of individual intemal faults when one arises. Likewise,

conventional network analyser measurements on microwave circuits impose similar
limitations. Typically individual components are designed with a high degree of accuracy

and reliability, however the integration of several components on a common subsh.ate

often gives rise to uncertainties in circuit peformance. often the per-formance is

degraded by mutual coupling of elements due to the excitation of surface waves,

particularly at millimeter wavelengths. Netwolk analyser measurements at the device

input and output polls are incapable of isolating such problems.

An ideal measurement technique should be non-invasive and capable of measuring

waveforms at arbitrary points within the circuits. Depending on the application it may be

desirable to perform voltage and/ol culrent measulements, preferably with magnitude and

phase data. In addition, the measulement system must possess sufficient spatial and

temporal resolution. Developing a measulemenI system with such characteristics is

challenging and critical to the future development of reliable high quality integrated

circuits.

Fo'this purpose, the feasìbility of using eletromagnetically coupled probes as non-

invasive dragnostic tools has been investigated. probes are in various structure and shape,



including monopole, coplanar waveguide transmission line and looped-wire. probes are

also in vadous physical sizes, from rnillimetel level down to ¡rm level. An automated

measurement system has been also designed and constructed capable of yielding

information acquired by these probes.

1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter I is an introduction of the research work to bring out the thesis.

In chapter 2, a review of the non-contact probing measurement techniques currentÌy

researched and developed within industry and academic community is presented. The

relative advantages and disadvantages of each technique are discussed and sample

measulements are provided.

A description of the hardware and software requircd for the automated data

acquisition system is given in chapter 3.

chapter 4 discusses the properties of monopole and cpw probes and pl.esents the

experimental rcsults of measurements on microwave circuits, i.e. transmission lines,

printed antennas.

Chapter 5 gives a description on procedure to fabricate pm level probes by

miclomachining technology through VLSI process.

chapter 6 discusses the magnetic loop probe application of printed circuit boar.cl

failure detection.

Finally, chapter 7 summadzes the resealch wol.k and presents the future work.



Chapter 2 Revlew op No¡¡-coNTAcr Nean-ne¡_o
Pnoe¡ruc TecHuou¡s

with the advent of near-field microscopy, conversional radio frequency (RF) and far-

infrared (FIR) microscopy have gained more attention in recent two decades because of
their many applications including material characterization and integrated circuit testing

[1] . This chapter gives an overview of non-contacr near-field probing techniques, which

will cover the signal measurement and waveform extraction technologies and the field
mapping and imaging technologies. Topics on Electron-beam probe station, scanning

Force Microscopy probing, Electrostatic Force Microscopy will be discussed for the

signal measurement and wavefom extraction technologies. The discussion on the field

mapping and imaging technoìogies, including Electro-optic probing, Modulated

scattering probing and near-field Electro/Magnetic probing will also be presented.

2.1 Signal Measurement and Waveform Extraction
Techniques

2.1.1 Electron Beam Probing

Electron-beam probing technique is fully developed and used in industry and research

institutions. It is based on a modified scanning electron microscope as shown in Figur.e

2-r 12) .

The electron gun generates low energy pdmary electrons. Emitted primar.y electrons

are accelerated through a potential on the order of 0.5 to 2.5 kv and focussed via a lens

focussing system to a submicron spot on the device under test. on impact with the device

under test, low energy secondary electrons are randomly emitted as a result of elastic

collision. It can be seen in Figure 2-2 [5] th,àr probing a +5V transmission line will emit

less secondary elech'ons than that of a -5V Ìine. This is due to low energy electrons being



attl'active to the metal conductor by the positive potential of the +5V line while the

negative potential of the -5v line repels such electrons.
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Figure 2-l Electron beam probing equipment [2]

Figure 2-2 Secondary electrons (a) trapped by +5V potential; (b) repellerl
by -5V potential [5]

The secondary electrons are then collected and counted. The method of collecting the

secondary electrons involves using eithel a high potential electrostatic extl'action field
generated at the suface of the device undel' test or a magnetic extraction fìeld. The

secondary eÌectrons are fed to a scintillator which converts the electrons to photons.

These photons arc received by a photomulriplier which generates a specific number of

âjítåty 6lÉcùorl bôåm



electrons for each incident photon. In general, the number of secondary electrons is

invelsely proportional to the potential within a limited area of the point of impact of the

primary elech'on beam. when the output of the photomultiplier is converted to an input of
a video display, areas with a positive potential appear dar.k indicating low secondary

electlon yield, while negative areas appear blight showing high secondary electr.on yield.

It is called voltage-contrast imaging [2] [3] .

In Figure 2-3 the address buffer output of a 4K Bit RAM is measured using the

electron beam probe. A computer simulation for rcference is also included. The computer

simulation and the electron beam probe measurement compare favourably with a delay

time of 2.2 ns, which is much improved due to a tiny loading capacitance on the order of
10-s pF [4] . A variety of applications such as measudng intemal waveforms on a lK
Bipolar PROM, a I GHz Gunn diode, a 4K MOS RAM can be found in [6] .

CPU.SIMULATICN

ELECTRON PROBE

Figure 2-3 Waveforms at the address buffer output of a 4 Kbit R{M [4]

Plobing bare conductors is relatively straightfolward but probing bur.ied (passivated)

conductors presents additional compìications. whiÌe probing buried conductors, the

limitation is that only AC signals can be measured. Because the electrical behaviour of
the buried conductor can be infered from the surface measurement when the passivation



layer acts as dielectric which capacitively couples the surface potential to the buried

conductor. For a DC signal, the coupling effect will not function.

Though electron-beam probing is attractive due to its high temporaÌ resolution (l ps -
I ns) and submicron spatial resolution it is a complex and expensive technology with

inherent limitations. It is required to follow some time consuming and expensive

fabrication guidelines [3] . Improvement to make the DC signal measurement available

on the buried conductors is also required. crosstalk from the electric fields of nearby

transmission lines is another factor that can affect the results by roughty l07o [4] . As the

primaly electrons are penetrating into the sensitive area of the device under test,

especially for the Mos devices, the electrical characteristics of the device will be

affected [4] [6] .

2.1.2 SFM based probing

2.1.2.1 Scanning Force Potentiometry

scanning force potentiometry is performed by monìtoring the electrostatic force on a

conducting probe beam due to capacitively induced local charge on the circuit under test.

The physical principle of this technique is the Iocal lnteraction of an atomicly sharp tip
mounted on one end of the cantilever and a device under test (DUT) due to the attractive

or repulsive forces. The electrical interaction between the tip and the DUT causes a

detectible bending of the cantilever.

An example of the direct capacitivel y-coupled probe has been designed by G. E.

Bridges, T. S. Fo'zly and D. J. Thomson t7l t8l . The pr.obes were fabdcated from

commercially available Si3Na insulating cantiÌevers (100 pm long, i0 prm wide,0.3 pm

thick, with a single invefted pyramidal tìp at their end.) A gold conducting electrode was

deposited on the top side of cantilever beam to make the cantilever respond to the charge

density in the localized region of circuit undel test at the position of the tip and also to

provide a signal line. A glounded conducting electrode was deposited on the bottom side



of beam to p'ovide effective shield. The metalized probe beam and its pyrex support

block were then mounted into a 50 Q stripline feed structure as shown in Figure 2-4 [?]
which was connected to a network analyser or spectrum analyser measurement system.

The stripline feed is a ground-signal-ground structure and is designed to match the

measurement system to the probe which is a parallel plate transmission line structule.

Mechanical and piezoelectric manipulators attached to the stripline feed were used for
lateral and vertical movement of the probe tip position. By monitodng the vertical

position of the probe tip, topographical and electrical characterization can be performed.

An equivalent circuit model of this probe was also developed for examining the expected

probe resolution and detailed resolution analysis was given in [T] [g] .

Figure 2-4 Probe nreasurement system and positioning [7]

The experimental result is compared to the simulation of scanning a tr-ansmission line

in transverse direction wìth two tip-sample distances. Figure 2-5 [g] shows both

experimental and numerical results for two scan paths. The first case, hl, is where the

probe was scanned at a specific height above the transmission line. The second case, h2,

involved scanning the probe tip directly across the transmission line in contact with the



sio2 substrate. It was found that as the probe approaches either side of the prìnted line of
transmission line the coupling capacitance and thereby the relative induced signal power

increases. Both numerical simulation and experimental measu¡ement yield a resolution of
15 pm for the system. The i5 ¡rm spatial resolution is however still insufficient to

examine many of the desired features of integrated circuits. Since the spatial r.esolution of
this system is related to the geometfy and the dimension of the pr.obe, to enhance the

performance of the test system, micromachined ultra-small tip is necessary while the

trade-off should be concerned between the high spatial resolution and the lower signal

power output due to the decreased coupling capacitance of the ultra-small micromachined

probe.
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C. Böhm et al. also employed the SFM-based test system for MMIC intemal

electrical characterization [9] . The frequency sweeping measurement was conducted up

to 40 GHz to a set of coplanar waveguide structules and a travelling wave amplifier.at

selected internal test points on wafer. The measurement results were compared with that

resulted by an extemal network analyzet, and demonstrated the feasibility to use sFM-
based test system MMIC intemal function and failure analysis because of the high spatial

resolution (<500 nm) and the achieved high bandwidth (40 GHz).

2.1.2.2 AC Field Measurement with SFM Based probing System

The active ACSFM is a non-contact measulement technique with high spatial and

temporal resolution for AC electrical field measurement. ACSFM relies on the voltage

difference v between the tip at the cantilever's end and that on the test point of device

under test. The force F on the cantilever goes as [10] :

- eoA(V,- - V o,,, )'
2 z.j

(2-t)

where e¡ is the pelmittivity of free space, A is the effective tip alea, and z is the

tip-sample distance. If the frequency of the voltage signal on the tip is slightly offset from

that on the sample, an inner. product results fr.om the (Vtip -Vpu7)2 temr which gives a

sum and difference frequency, The difference frequency is a mechanical motion of the

cantilever that can be detected using the tip-distance control feedback loop of the sFM. If
the fundamental and several harmonics of this difference-frequency waveform fall below

the first mechanical resonance of the cantilever, it can be displayed on a standar.d

oscilloscope and interpreted as a low-frequency leplica of the high-frequency signal on

the sample. A. Leyk, et al. have used this technique to measure r04 GHz signals on the

gate of a GaAs field-effect h'ansistor I I I ] . while the established ,.cantilever-mixing"

approach for ACSFM demonstrated the ability to probe devices with the required spatial

and temporal rcsolutions, it has some significant weaknesses in which it needs to drive

l0



the sFM cantilever with an AC signal, which alone can cause unwanted interference or

pefturbation, and which also should be phase synchronous with the unknown signal on

the device. Furthermore, because it uses the motion of the cantilever for mixing, in its
basic form it cannot simultaneously acquire topographical and field information; the tip-

sample distance feedback loop of the SFM must be broken and the mixing product taken

from this point will be the output signal. More importantly, it cannot regulate the tip-

sample distance while measure the electrical field. Since compensation for drift durjng

the measurement is made morc difficult, there is poorer conespondence between

topographic and field images, absolute voltage calibrations are difficult to achieve over

the typical time of measurement. Finally, its reliance on standard SFM tip geomerry

permits long-range coulomb interactions between the charge on the tip and that on

conductors near to the one being measured, meaning that its "electrical resolution" - the

ability to distinguish a signal on one conductor from that on a nearby conductor - is

lower than its "topographical rcsolution".

Kêy:
za C¡ndlcvcr m¡t ri¡tr Tip mcÞl
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Figure 2.6 Schenratic layout of combined SFM/coaxial tip rvith a
coplanar rvaveguide âlong the cantilever and the close-up of coâxial tip

probing electric field lines betrveen trvo conductors [10]

To solve the problems in the above active ACSFM system, D. w. van der weide and

P. Neuzil designed a reactive nanoscilloscope that integrated a shield sFl\4/coaxial tip
with a coplanar transmission line along the cantilever It0] . Figurc 2-6 illusrrates rhe

fi¡st-order principle of the near-field probe. Assuming the conductor spacing is I ¡rm and

l1



the instantaneous voltage across the conductors is I V, a field of lOa v/cm exists. If the

pitch of the coaxial probe is of the order of 0.1 ¡rm, a voltage of 100 mV, which can be

easily detected, develops between the tip and shield.

To realize the satisfactory operation at the nanometer scale, a micromachined

silicon/polysilicon coaxial tip wirh outer shield has been designed (Figure 2-1 a)) tl2l .

The shieìd diameter is <100 nm while the tip radius is -10 nm. The total height of rhe tip

is >5 ¡rm. D. W. van der Weide used this kind of probe to measure a 30 ps waveforms on

the nonlinear transmission line (NLTL) diodes with a -2 nm tip-sample distance while

the NLTL was driven by a 2 GHz signal. The probe was estimated to have R"o,,.¡",", = l0
91, Ccant¡t"u", = 0.03 pF, and L6ou¿u,¡." = 0.5 nH, and the tip-sample capacitance C¡¡o = 0.4

pF. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2-7 b). Although the three diodes are

approximately equidistant fiom each other, the first one (diode A) had a distortion due to

the waveguide bend just before it. The Figure 2-7 b) shows the expected spatial

nonlineadly along the NLTL with a progressively steepel falling edge moving along the

NLTL. This experiment was made by moving the probe with a step of < 0.1 pm along the

NLTL.
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Figure 2.7 a) schematic arrângement ofshield SFtvt tip/cantilever
connected to a coaxial out câble; b) Excerpts from a linear scan along the

NLTL diodes shorving rvaveform compression at a 2 GHz [12]
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Compared to the structure in the active ACSFM system, the techniques in the

nanoscilloscope have several advantages. It no longer needs to drive the sFM cantilever

with an AC signal. The cantilever height contlol feed back Ioop can be now used to

maintain a constant distance flom the sample as well as to compensate for any DC offset

in the voltages between tip and sample. This technology can be calibrated. It can

simultaneously acquire topographical and field infomation. Due to the shield around the

central tip, limiting long range coulomb interactions between the charge on the tip and

that on conductors near to the one being measured, ACSFM's "electrical resolution,' will
be similar to its "topographical resolution". while we expect a wavelength-independent

spatial resolution in the l0 nm regime, which is the radius of the probe tip, further

theoretical and expedmental work is needed to address the effects of finite tip
conductivity, i.e., does skin depth affect resolution? The probe invasiveness must also be

answered, though we note that by having control over the probe's geometry, its radiation

impedance can be designed closer to that of free space, minimizing the invasiveness.

2.1.3 Noninvasive Electrostatic Force Microscopy

Noninvasive Electrostatic Force Microscopy has been developed for. both static

potential measurements and high frequency digital pattern extr.actions at intemal points of
integrated circuits ll3l - [17] .

The block diagrams of resr fixrure are shown in Figure 2_g tl3l tl4l for

measurements of both localized potential and local digital pattem. A conducting wire

probe with a sharp tip at the end is held in close ploxìmity to rhe test circuit surface on

which the potential Vouíx, y), or V,(x, y, r) is to be extracted. The wirc probe is

configuled so that it acts as a mechanical cantilever that can be deflected under an

applied force. There is a small capacitor c(x, y, ¿) formed and charged up between probe

and circuit under tesf when a signal vo extemally applied to the probe to create a potential

difference between them. The induced capacitive charge pr.oduces an attractive force

resulting a deflection Àz of the probe cantilever.

l3



Figure 2-8 â) Diagram of the constructed potentiometric scanning_probe
microscope [l3] b) Pulse sampled heterodyne eletrostatic force

measurement of the local digital pattern [14]

The fo.ce can be deduced f'om the relationship between force and stored energy on

the capacitor as [4]

(2-2)

The term ÀÕ has been added to represent DC offset effects such as those due to

surface charge and material work function differences. A lock-in amplifier is used so the

probe deflection atJ- only is monitored, which can be evaluated as

o, = ){rA, r, z)[v u(t) - v,.(x,,v,/) + 
^o]r
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(2-3)

The capacitance dedvative âC/ðz also has to be evaluated to determine the sensitivity

of the instrument. G. E. Bridges and D. J. Thomson have addressed a numerical model

[7] to give the analysis of variations of capacitance vs. distances.

By using the nulling technique in the instrument exact values for the terms C'(x, y, z),

Q and k are not required, thus eliminating the need for complex calibration and accurate

probe positioning. These terms become important though when noise, sensitivity, and

resolution issues are considered. Further, since the method is independent of c(x, y, z)

measurcment of passivated structures is possible without any modifications to the

technique. This, however, comes with the penalty of a reduction in achievable spatial

resolution due to increased circuifprobe spacing.

The core of nulling technique is to apply a sinusoidal signal of frequency as much

close as the lowest mechanical resonant frequency or, o'J. in Figure 2-g. By adjusting the

contlollable parameter vo¿¡, which is eithelA or v7, the cantilever or the probe deflection

at os is nulled, the potential level at the intemal tested point of the integrated circuit can

be determined (with a DC offset) as Vnaj = Vour - Le

R. A Said and G. E. Bridges have given out the results on resorurion [13] , and one of
the test structurcs is shown in Figure 2-9 a), which consists of several interconnect lines

of 3 ¡tm, 5 ¡rm, and l0 ¡lm in width. cases both with ancl rvirhout a passivation layer on

top of the intelconnect lines were studied. For ¡esult shown in Figur.e 2-9 b) the substr.ate

was glounded and both interconnect lines were fixecl at a +5 v potential. The cover

passivation was not present, with the probe located approximately I ¡rm above the circuit

sulface and scanned transversally across two of the interconnect lines. Based on this

result, and using the half voltage level as the refelence, the resolution of the instrument

for a probe height of I prm is approximately 3 ¡rm. Measurements were also performed

*1,, =ry o@,)t(vo,, - 
^a) 
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with the presence of a I pm thick single passivation layer on top of the interconnect lines

(Figurc 2-9 c)). It could be seen that the difference between the peaks and between the

measured potential and the actual applied potential of =5 V dc is grcater than the case

when no passivation layer is present. Also, the substrate region between the interconnect

lines produces a higher measured potential. These differences are due to the increase in
the nonlocalized coupling effects caused by the larger separation between the probe tip
and interconnect lines. .

Figure 2-9 a) Interconnect test structure; b) Measured potential across
two of the interconnect lines shorvn in figure a along path (a); c) IVleasured

potential across three of the interconnect lines shorvn in figure a along
pâth (b) [13]

By introducing a pulse sampled heterodyne technique inro the above mentioned

system, G. E. Bridges and R. A. said, etc. have been able to intemally extract the high

f'equency bit-by-bit digital pattems on wafer t14l . As shown in Figure 2-g b), a multi-
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channel test-vector generator supplies an N-bit patterns as indicated in Figure 2-10 a).

This N-bit pattems repear with a period 7 = N/fø = l/fo, whereS is the circuit clock

frequency. Meanwhile, the generator also provides a high-frequency single-bit sampling

pulse K(t) = G¿ (t - r,,). The sampling bir, as indicated in Figure 2-10 b), has a pulse

width ô I 1/þ and can be shifted to a posirion rn along the N-bit tesr pattem. In this

manner, the instrument will be able to measure the logic level of the nth bit of the pattem,

i.e., V,(x, y, t = î,,).

F¡gure 2-10 a) Example of periodic digital \vavefornì y" (x, y, t) to be
measured; b) ideal sampling pulse vs(t) = Gô(t.rJ, rvhich is shifted along

the digitâl pattern [14]

For very high speed applications, the nonideality of the sampling waveform would be

a constrain due to skew, finite rise and fall times, and possibly ringing. It requires that the

digital signals be reasonably flat so that the unknown signal voltage levels can be

determined when adjusting the parameter A to nulÌ the probe deflection. An g-bit I Mbit/s

digital pattem has been extracted with this technique from a cMos test structurc

consisting of four l0 ¡rm wide interconnects tl4l . D. Noruttun and G. Bridges have

achieved to be able to measule a l6-bit 125 Mbit/s pattern stleam with an improved test

fixture [7] . These results are shown in Figure 2-l l.
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Figure 2-11 Meâsurement of 16- bit pattern at 125 Mb/s a) applied pattern
from generator; b) measured rvaveform using EFM tl?l .

2.2 Field Mapping and lmaging Techniques

2.2.1 Eleclro-Optic Probi n g

Electro-optic probing is a technology developed based on the well known electro-

optic effect. when an electrical field is applied across an electro-optic medium the

electron distrjbution is perturbed so thar the polarizability and hence the refractive index

of the medium changes anisoh opticaÌly. As a result, the polarization of the light passing

through the medium is changed. This change which is linearly related to the electrical

field is known as the Pockells effect and can be measured optically. Different types of
electro-optic probing systems have been developed in oÍder to obtain more detailed

information about the electrical field distribution inside the complex Monolithic

Microwave Integrated cilcuits (MMICS). Inrelnal (direct) and external electro-optic

probing systems help improving elect c models for semiconductol devices and support

the development of new integrated circuits.

In dileclinternal electro-optic probing system, the device under test is fabricated on a

substrate that exhibits the electro-optic effect, such as GaAs. A pulsed and polarized laser

beam enters the MMIC from the backside of the substrate. The electrical field in the

substrate changes the optical propeÍies of GaAs in such a manner that the orthogonal

components of a laser beam polarized in the -y-; plane and travelling in x-direction get a

l8



phase retardation of 
^fly, 

z), which is solely proportional to the electrical field

component Elx, y, z) being normal to the device surface (Figure 2_12 a)). The phase

retardation can be transfomed into an intensity variation LI(y, z) after the laser beam

passing a Pockells-cell an'angement which is relatively a little complicated tlgl [19] .

Usually the intensity variation N(y, z) can be detected by photodiodes.

Figure 2-12 Common forms ofelectro.optic probing a) direct backside
probing geometry for a coplanar rvaveguide; b) external electro_optic

probing [5]

In conttast to the polarization analysis, there have been some reports about the Fabry-

Pe¡ot enhanced internal probing [20] . The laser beam is focused on the MMIC from the

backside of the substrate inside which the Fabry-perot rcsonance is present. This

apploach requires an active wavelength control of the laser beam to assure the FabÌ.y-

Perot resonance to happen. To detect the resonance, a pair of focusing lens will be put in

front of the ¡eflected electro-optic signals flom the MMIC. whether the resonance is

obselvable or not, it depends on the choice of the numedcal aperturc of the focusing lens

which is limited by rhe maximum spatial rcsolution to be obtained.

For extemal elecrro-optic sampling (Figure 2-12 b)), the device under.test need not be

fabncated on an electro-optic substrate. Instead an electro-optic crystal is fused to the

sampling plobe head, hence allowing the electric fringing fields to penetrate the sampling

crystal. The probe beam does not penetÌate the device under test insteacl it is r.eflected off

t9



a reflective coating on the bottom of the crystal. The electrical field from the MMIC
around the bottom of the crystal will affect the polarization of the laser beam. operating

in either longitudinal or transverse probing mode is dependent on the type of the crystal

utilized. An example measurement set up used shown in Figure 2-13 [21] . The optical

beam from a phase-stabi lized ri:sapphire laser (pulse length 50 fs) is focused inside the

probe crystal. The reflected beam is analysed with respect to the change of the

polarìzation state. Due to the phaselocked-loop-electronics of the laser system, it is

possible to synthesize continuous wave (cw) signals from a microwave synthesizer.to the

laser pulse train so that measurements in amplitude and phase can be performed. The

probes are fabricated f.om Bismuth Silicate (BSo) and Lithium Tantalare (Lirao3),
which allow the determination of the normal and tangential field components,

respectively. The crystals have a footprint of 90 x 70 ¡rm for the BSo and g4 x g4 ¡rm for

the Lirao3. High spatial resolution is obtained by focusing the laser beam to a small spot

at the bottom of the probe. The distance between probe and DUT can be adjusted to be 5-

7 ¡rm. The minimum detectable voltage is measured to be a.ound I mv and the sensitivity

is 40 ¡tY l"l Hz . The examined distlibution network circuit is a coplanar. design labficated

on high-resistivity Si with the designed working frequency of 5 GHz andl5 GHz. Figure

2-r4 and Figure 2-15 [21] demonstrate typical electro-optic mapping of the electdc

normal and tangential field components for a cpw even mode working at 5 GHz and

l5GHz respectively in the transverse direction.
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Figure 2-13 External electro.optic probe station [21]
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Figure 2-14 Electro-optic måpping of the normal field component of the
CPW even mode - solid line¡ normâlized amplitude, dash Iiner phase [21]
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Figure 2-15 Electro.optic mapp¡ng of the tangential field component of
the CPW even mode - solid line: normalized amplitude, dash line: phase
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The electro-optic plobing is a complex and expensive technoÌogy. But for

applications requiring high bandwidth and high spatial resolution, electro-optic pr.obing is

a promising candidate. This is because it provides THz bandwidth ancl a spatial rcsolution

the size of the laser beam diameter or even less. one issue which requir.es considerable

attention is that of system calibration, such as for the internal Fabry-per.ot electro-optic

probing system, the determination of the wavelength of the laser beam to ensure the

FabÌy-Pelot Ìesonance in each position of the MMIC due to the inconsistent thickness of
the substrate. Another inconvenience is that for intemal electro-optic probing system, its

application is limited only for testing DUT fabricated on special substrate that exhibjts

electro-optic effect, such as GaAs. Finalìy, another area of unceltainty is the possibÌe

capacitive loading of the electro-optic crystals such as Lirao3 in the exterïal electro-

optic probing system. The perturbation of the elechic field above the DUT may affect the

normal operation of the DUT. In spite of these difficulties, electro-optic sampÌing shows

great plomise as a high speed and resolution measurement technique for a broad range of
devices.
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More applications of the electrooptic probe are demonstrated to diagnose the

microstrip patch antenna [22] and hom antenna for active amplifier an.ay [23] . In
addition to the two-dimensional movement of the DUT, several optical components have

fieedom of movement in the vertical direction, so that one may achieve a three-

dimensional field-mapping capability. The minimum detectable power emanating from

the patch is measured to be about 45 dBm, where it conesponds to a field strength at the

probe of approximately 30 V/m, and the sensitivity of the measurement system is 40 mv/
Hz. The results have been used to evaluate the performance of the an.ays and identify

important design issues. The high resolution and accuracy of the electr.ooptic field-

mapping technique has proven to be advantageous in the design cycle of amplifier anays,

and has diagnosed ploblems such as nonuniform bias, nonuniform feed amplitude, and

malfunctioning monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs).

A majo| factor rhat has yet to be considered when applying elech.ooptic field mapping

techniques to the characterization of active microwave circuits is the temperature

dependence of the probe itself. The electrooptic coefficients that govem the response of
the plobe to RF fields arc known to vary with temperature l24l . The flow of optical

poweÍ P thlough the semiconductor is found to obey the tempel'ature dependence, l/p *
i + kr, k is a constant related to the dimension of the semi-conductol. in the direction of
pfopagation. A system was developed [24] to simultaneously measure the electnc and

thermal fields utilizing an electrooptic semiconductor probe (Figure 2-16). The pockels

effect is employed within a gallium-arsenide probe to measure electric fields, and the

effect of photon absorption due to bandtail states in the semiconductor. is used

determine tempe.ature. By separating the electric field and temperature signals

frequency, both may be acquired with a single pr.obe.

to
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Figure 2.16 An experimental setup for combined electrothermâl
measurements [24]

Figure 2-17 clearly shows that thele is a substantial difference between the behavior

of the measured electric-field data obtained from the probe and the measured power from

the independent power metel'. The explanation for the discrepancy is shown in Figure

2-18 as the absorption data flom the probe is seen to decrcase with time along with the

electric-field data. The change in the absorption signal is consistent with the expected

inclease in temperature in the vicinity of rhe biased MMIC due to the dissipation of heat.

calibfation of the temperature effects of the probe on the electric- field measurements is

possible since the absorption signal is linearly proportional to the electric-field signal.

The temperature calibrated electric-field data is shown in Figure 2-19.

r0 M+ I
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Figure 2-17 Probe and porver-meter measurement of the Ml,4IC t}4l
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Figure 2-18 Probe.only nìeasurements of the MMIC [24]
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Figure 2-19 Temperature-câlibrated electric-field datâ [24]
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2.2.2 Modulated Scattering Technique

The modulated scattering technique is a low cost technology of electromagnetic field

mapping of microwave circuits. As a part of the basic operation of the modulated

scattedng system, a small dipole scatterer with a diode mounted at the centre is placed in

the near filed of the circuit of interest. By modulating the bias of the diode at a frequency

much lower than the RF, a weak modulated scattered RF signal is retumed to the

transmitter. The strcngth and phase of the scattered signal are related to the squarc of the

normalized electric fìeld distribution intercepted at the position of the scattering probe.

Bondrng
Pads

Chromc Thtn.
F¡lm Rcsrston

L¡w Rcs¡st¡ncc
Schorùy Dtod€s

Figure 2-20 The near field scattering probes; The dipole is used for
scattering the tangential electric field ând the monopole is used for

scattering the normal electric field [2S]

Figure 2-6 [25] shows the design of the dipole and monopole scatterers. The probes

are fabdcated on 125 pm thick low loss quartz. chrome resistrve bias lines are used to

absolb any RF fields that may propagate along the bias lines and also ser.ve as current

limiters to protecr rhe diodes. These lines have a typical resistance of 100 e/mm.

commercially available low cost diodes a¡e then silver epoxied between the dipole arms.

Fo'monopole scatterer, two diodes are placed between ¡he cpw ground planes and the

cantÌ'e conductor'. The diode has a 3 Ç) series rcsistance, 0.25 pF junction capacitance and

a 240 GHz cut-off frequency. The probes are fabricated using standar.d photolithographic
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techniques with 1.0 pm thick gold. The monopole and dipole aûns are both 100 ¡rm and

are expected to have 40 dB dynamic r.anges.

The general set up of the modulated scattering system [26] is shown in Figure 2_21.

In the RF section of the near-field modulated scattering experiment, part of the RF signal

is sent as the Lo to a wideband quadrature mixer as a reference. The other paft is sent to

the input port of the MMIC via a circulator which isolate the interference between the

reflected scattered RF signal and the input RF signal. usually the power scattered to the

input/output port of the MMIC by the probe is small, homodyne mixing is used to detect

the weakly modulated signal. The in-phase and quadrature IF voltages from the mixer are

detected by a lock-in amplifier. Through the use of the absorytive RF switch, both the

scattered reflected and scattercd transmitted waves can be measured.

-+ 
UNMODULATED

RF SIGNAL

-n-È MODULAÎED RF StGNAL

tOW FREQUENCY
FUNCT'ON

GENERATOR,

ABSORPTÍYE
RF SIIVITCII

I
RF SOURCE t:f@I ou¡on¡run¡RfSOURCE MxEÞ

REFERENCE
PLANE

Figure 2.21 The nricrorvave circuit electric field imaging system using
modulated scattering probe [26]

The expedmental measurements are vedfied by using a two inch long straight section

of 50 Q microstrip on RT/Duroid 5880 (e, = 2.2,h = 0.015',) at 9 cHz l15l. A monopole

probe is scanned over the microstrip line with 50 o sMA termination in the march mode.

YÞ*;l't Dur I

NEFERENCE I
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The raw data collected from the in-phase and quadrature signal are shown in Figure 2-22

a) and b). The maxima and minima along a transmission line for the in-phase and

quadrature signal are separated by a distance ),""ç¡14 (X,¡¡ = 26,000 pm). The normal

electric field intensity and phase delay measurements are display in Figure 2-22 c) and d),

respectively. The intensities are nearly constant along contours parallel to the microstrip.

An intensity ripple of 0.1 dB is present which is due to the non-ideal match of the

termination or non-ideal connections made with the sMA connectors. The phase cycles

by 2n every 13,000 pm which is ),"¡12 as can be seen in Figure 2-22 d). The slight angle

in the phase is possible due to a variation in the height of the probe across the microstrip.

Some measu¡ements were also conducted to a thrce stage coupledJine bandpass filter at

l0 GHz 126l l27l and a disrributed amplifier MMIC at t3.5 cHz [26] by the modulared

scattering probing.

As a low cost and flexible elech.omagnetic field mapping system, modulated

scattedng system is capable of mapping the normal and tangential electric field intensity

and phase delay above a MMIC with any substrate in the frequency range of 0.5 to lg
GHz. The spatial resolution is limited by the dimension of the monopole/dipole pr.obe. It

is believed that the resolurion can be pushed to 25 ¡rm with smaller and thinner probes

before the system becomes noise limit. Further more by using a system of circulator and

absorptive RF switches the bandwidrh and the signal to noise ratio can be greatly

improved.
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2.2.3 Passive Electromagnetic Probing

2.2.3.1 Double/Single Loop Magnetic probe

The design of the magnetic field cun'ent probes staÍed using conducting loops. It was

assumed that the loop is immersed into a plane Ìinearly polarìzed electromagnetic wave

in free space and is placed in the,r-¡', Ì-2, or y-z plane, perpendicular to the magnetic field

Hz , Hy , F1,r- components, which are considered to be constant over the area of the loop.
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The system resolution is limited by the dimensions of the loop probe which should be

much smaller than the wavelength.

A doubleloop magnetic probe has been developed by s. S. osofsky [2g] with the size

of l5 mm x 7 mm for each loop and physical for.m of magnetic quadrupole (Figure 2_23).

Its field configuration matches the fields of both miclostrip and cpw, as shown in Figure

2-24.[twas a large-scale model which can be easily consttucted and tested in the 0.1-0.3

GHz .ange. The ultimate goal, however, is construction of pr.obes useful at 20 GHz or

higher by means of microfabrication technology. The advantage of this double-loop

configuration is:

For both microstrip and CPW, the waveguides' magnetic field goes up
through one loop and down through another, their contributions add.

Signals induced in the two loops by a nearly uniform field coming from a
distant source, such as another waveguide in the microcircuit, tend to
cancel.

The majo' concem of this method however is the elect'ic asymmetry of the pr.obe

central conductor'. That means the probe also wolks as an electric field probe in the

perpendicular direction. This asymmetry disturbs the magnetic measurements, especially

in the position wherc the magnetic field is minimum and rhe electrical field is maximum.

Figure 2.23 Double loop magnetic probe [28]
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Figure 2-24 Double-loop mâgnetic probe coupling to mâgnetic fietds of â)
microstrip; b) coplanar; c) interacts betrveen two Ioops [28]

Crrû¡lr Un(hrTcr

Figure 2-25 Measurement configuration [2g]

A typical measurement configuration is shown in Figure 2-25.'rhe cunent induced in

the pÌobe passes through the cPW transmission line to a spectrum analyser. By this

means, measulements of cu[ent amplitude can be made. To make phase measurements, a

reference signal of the same flequency and adjustable phase ìs added to the probe signal.

The refelence signal's phase is varied until the amplitude seen by the spectrum analyser
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is maximum. The phase at the point of measurcment is then compared with that at some

other point of the circuit chosen as the reference. Thus the inherent phase delays of the

probe and its transmission line are of no concern.
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Figure 2-26 Conrparison of the expected and measured stânding rvave
along a microstrip having an SWR = 1,36 - a) not improved; b) improved

by the probe-reversal technique [29]

The measurement results of the p.obe signal along the microstlip are shown in Figure

2-26 a) and b). The current maximum and minimum are cycled along the microstrip. The

transverse pattems of an open-circuit microstrip taken at the current maxìmum and

minimum points are shown in Figure 2-27 a) and b). These measurements were made at

280 MHz and the microstrip had a cenrer conductor width of 5mm and a dielectnc with e,
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= 12 and thickness of 6.35 mm. The transverse patterr at a curent minimum is quite

differcnt from that at the current maximum. This observation reveals that there is an

unwanted contribution to the obseÌved signal arising from electrostatic pickup. This

contfibution is usually small, but at a point on a transmission line conesponding to a
cunent minimum of the plobe output, the magnetic field is rcduced and the electric field

is increased, this causes the effect of the electrostatic to appeal. However, the er¡or from

this source can be greatly removed thlough the expedient of making two measurements at

the point of interest, between which the position of the probe is rotated around a ve¡tical

axis through 180". By averaging these two measurements, the error caused by parasitic

electdc field coupling is greatly reduced (Figure 2-26 b)).
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Ë
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Figure 2-27 Transverse pâttern of ân open.circuited microstrip - a) taken
ât a current maximum; b) tâken at a current minintum [2g]

Due to the electric asymmetry problem in the double-loop magnetic probe,

Grzybowski and Bansal [29] designed a half-loop magnetic field probe in which a I mil
gold bond wire was connected to a cascade Microtech wpH-102-250 wafer probe test

head. Because the fabrication procedure is very compìicated and additionally the wafer

probe test head is expensive, it seems not to be suitable for practical applications. In the
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work made by Y. Gao and I. Wolff [30] a single loop squar.e magnetic field probe was

designed (Figu'e 2-28). The square Ioop of the probe is 710 ¡rm by 710 ¡rm in size and its

conductor width is 55 ¡rm. It is an inexpensive one which also solves the electric

asymmetry probìem. But for both microsh'ip and cpw, the waveguides' magnetic field
goes up and down through the same loop and their contributions cancelled. Furthermore,

signals induced by a nearly uniform field coming from a distant source can't be avoided.

Figure 2-28 Single square loop magnetic probe - a) probe for H" magnetic
measurement; b) Probe for H, and H, nragnetic measurement [30]

The comparison of measured and calculated Hz- amplitude along and across the

shorted microstrip is shown in Figure 2-29. The measurement was made at 20 GHz. we
can see that the measured and calculated signals agreed well. But there is a notch in the

amplitude curve of Hz- perpendicular to the shorted microshipline at the center point.

The currents are cancelled while the magnetic field goes up and down through the same

loop.
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Figure 2-29 Conrparison of measured and calculated squared-amplitude
of H" - a) along the microstrip; b) perpendicutar to the microstrip at

current maximum [30]

Magnetic field probe is a relatively simple device for circuit testing. The fabrication

of reliable small scale probe for operation at high frequency is a major issue. one of the

difficulties is in establishing good electrical contact between the loops and cpw feed

which are right angled to each other. Another issue of uncertainty is the electrostatic

coupling. If both of these ploblems solved, the magnetic probe could be a viable

diagnostic tool.

2.2.3.2 Passive Electric-f ield Probe

As discussed in the above section, the passive magnetic-field probes appear to be

incompatible to strong radiating cilcuits, e.g., antennas and circuits on substrates with

small dielectric constant substrates. This made people come back to the eclectic-field

probes. The eally passive coaxial electr.ic-field probe was designed in l9g0 by J. S.

Dahele [31] which used the central conductor of a coaxial cable to capacirively couple to

a microsrtip undel test. with the development of the microfabrication technology, the

probe can be made smaller. A miniature probe designed by y. Gao and I. Wolff [32]
consists of a miniature coaxial line with 508 pm outer diameter and an inner conductor

diameter of I l2 ¡rm. The inner conductor extends 300 ¡rm beyond the outer conducting

shield, as shown in Figure 2-30 a). coaxial electric-field probe is usually used to measure
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the electric field in the z-direction perpendicular to the substrate and is named Epz, while
the dipole electric field probe EPXY shown in Figure 2-30 b) is designed for tangential

electric field measurement. The dipole electric field probe EpXy consists of an electric

dipole and a coplanar transmission line with 50-e impedance.

Figure 2-30 Electric field probes - a') EpZi b) EpXy ryith trânsmission
line; c) expended EPXy rvithout transmission line [32]

some measurement results using these electric field probes were discussed t32] . The

measurement results of a bandpass filter with probe EpXy is shown in Figure 2-31. It is
found when the p¡obe entels the filter, the coupling effects bet\ een probe and the filter
change the reflection of the filter (Figure 2-32). The s¡¡ changes in the passband are

about 7.0 dB. In order to improve the accuracy of the measurement, a smaller probe is

needed ol set the probe in a highel posirion, but both of them will reduce the sensitivity

of the probe and furthe¡ mole the second solution will also reduces the ¡esolution of the

measurement.

bridgc
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Figure 2-32 Measured scattering parameters for the bandpass fìlter [32]

Another factor that must be taken into account is the p'obes' influence to the DUT
when the probes are positioned near the DUT since the measurement principle of the

electdc and magnetic near-field probes is to couple the electromagnetic near field of
DUT to the probes. Fufiher research work was done on Epz probe (Figure 2-30 a)) to

rcveal a new calibration technique [33] for application of near.-field probing. By using the

finite-diffe'ence time-domain (FDTD) method, the probe shown in Figurc 2-30 a) was

theoletically analyzed to determine its most sensitive probe segment. Taking the
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amplitude of the normal electric field at this segment as a known field, the pr.obe is

calibrated by defining a performance factor'(pF), which is the ratio of the known field

amplitude to the probe signal amplitude. pF, which is derived as a function of frequency,

is shown in Figure 2-33. using the fitting curve of the pF as a calibration curve, the

measured and calculated normal eìechic-field distdbution over a cross section of a

microstrip line at 11.8 GHz is shown in Figure 2-34. comparing the calculated Ìesults

with measured results, the agreement is good.

with a calibrated probe, Y. Gao, etc estimated the coupling effect between the probes

and the DUT, a microstrip line. The change of the scattering parameters s2l of the DUT
was measured with an NWA during the movement of the field probe perpendicular to the

line direction at a height of 50 pm above the microstrip line. It can be seen on Figure

2-35 that the influence of the probe on s2l is very small, about 0.05 dB. If the field probe

is placed higher than 50 prm above the DUT, the influence ofthe probe is smaller and can

be neglected.

ó81o12t4
Frcqucncy (Gllz)

Figure 2-33 The PF and reflection coefficients Slt of the coâxial electric-
field probe [33]
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Figure 2-34 Comparison bettveen the measured and calculated normal
electric field at a cross section of the microstrip line at ll.8 GHz. (

Substrate: A¡2O3, e"= 9.8 , h = 635 pm, rv = 700 ¡rm) [33]
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Figure 2-35 The investigation of the influence of the probe on the
microstrip line [33]



Chapter 3 Auromnreo NelR-nelo Scarurulruc
Svsreu

An automated measurement system is mandatory for investigating the feasibility of
various electromagnetic near-field plobing techniques. The hardware and software of the

system must be flexible in order to facilitate testing on wide r.ange of applications. Since

experiments may requirc pm or mm scale resolution depending on circuit dimensions,

there has to be two sets of hardware apparatus. The corresponding probe design and its

chalacteristic dimensions must compliment the application. The software required must

be user friendly and capable of driving commonly used measurement instruments, i.e.

Network Analyzer, spectrum Analyzer and oscilloscope. This chapter will introduce the

fundamentals of near-field scanning system and describe the hardware and software

requiled fol the system.

3.1 Fundamentals of the Scanning System

DUT

i---------------
I System measured by VNA i

Trabt¿t

Figure 3.1 Diagram of Near-field Scanning Systenr

Net\york Analyzer

Dort2 S,, = 4' 
"¡''¿

Vtn,ur¡u"¿
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Figure 3-1 shows the diagram of a near-field scanning system. To analyse the

functionality and performance of a device under test (DUT), it is required to find the

tlansfer function T¡¡n1¡¡ of DUT. As shown in Figure 3-1, given the circuit input signal

V,¡¡,u¡,,, the T¡¡¡¡¡¡ cÃrr be calculated by sampling voltage signal V(x, y) at test point (¿ y).

V (x, 1,) = 7,,,,,,,, (x, l) V 
"r*n^ (3- 1)

The traditional contacting measurement methods have the probes directly touch on

the surface of DUT to get the voltage signal V(x, y) at each test point. The near-field

probing concept is not intending to do a contacting measurement on the DUT. In contrast,

by using a Network Analyzer to measure the 52¡ parameter of the system under test, as

shown in Figure 3-1, it derives the transfer function of DUT from probing the

electromagnetic field distribution above the surface of DUT. Equation (3-2) shows how

the 52t parameter is measured.

5,,(neasured) = ,Y*'*' =[rorog," Jlor*gl I 
tv-

' v,,n,,,,,,,,,"¿ [ lv,-,*",,r1)zË:: 
(3-2)

whete V,,uu,,¡¡¡"¿ is the transmitted signal on poú I of Network Analyzer, and

V,u,"¡*¿ is the signal received by Network Analyzer on porl 2. Equation (3-3) shows the

relationship between Vt¡ansn¡it¡ed and the input signal to DUT Kr¡,,r,,,, rvhereas Equation (3-

4) shows the lelationship between V,","¡,"¿ and the induced signal picked up by probe V¡,,¿.

V,t¡*t,u = T, 
"t 

t,.,(a). V,,",,,,,,,,,"0

V,.","¿ = 7,.!,r",(a) .Vi,,,t

By substituting (3-3) and (3-4) into (3-2), 52r can be formulated as

(3-3)

(3-4)
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V 
"¡e¿ -r t¡ T*tnt

S rr(nteasured ) = .-=:- - !mbre2.vu¡¿.tt- (3-5)-' tl, tn lltitted V st¡nun,¡

As it will be discussed in the following section, V,,,rr, the induced voltage signal by

probe, can be formulated as

V^o =7,,,,,r" 'V (x,t)

Substitute Equation (3-6) into (3-5),

(3-6)

(3-e)

Srr(nteasuretl)=Tta¡t"z.Tc,,t¡et rr,"r"'n':'l' G-:')
' sltùrl!\

Given Equation (3- I ),

5.,(rnettsured ) = T"a¡t,z.Tca,et r r,"r" Wr*

(3-8)

= T,nt¡t"z .Tcattet ,Tr*" .T,r^,r(x,t)

The transfer function of DUT is then obtained from Equation (3-g),

In Equation (3-9), 52r, T,n¡,¡,¡ and T¡n6¡"2 càn be obtained by measur.ement. It is

expected to crcate a circuit model for the probe being used fol'near-field scanning. lf the

tlansfer function Ç",r" is derivable from modelling, the idea described above is then

feasible. The following section will briefly discuss the monopole pr.obe modelling.
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3.2 Approximate Circuit Modelling of the Monopole
Probe

In Equation (3-9), the transfer function of probe Tp,ot 
" 

has to be found so that I,.¡,.,.,,¡,

can be then calculated. Although an exact theoretical model is unavailable p.G. Frayne

l37l t38l has developed a prcliminary model to investigate the interaction between a

monopole probe and an isolated conducting str.ip of finite width and infinite lengrh.

r
C,I

Figure 3.2 An approximate monopole probe model and the corresponding
equivalent circuit model [5]

Figure 3-2 shows the model of monopole probe and an approximate equivalent circuit

on the nght hand side [5] . The model assumes that the probe load impedance is much

greater than local circuit impedance. c,.¡ is the capacitance fomed between conductor of
probe and transmission line circuit, c',,. is the capacitance formed between probe

conductor and shìeld, Cr is the capacrtance formed between shield of pr.obe and
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transmission line circuit, C., is the capacitance formed between probe conductor

ground plane, C, is the capacitance formed between probe shield and ground plane.

and

Given that probe shield is at ground, C.,, is large compared to G/, a simplified

equivalent circuit can then be drawn as Figure 3-3.

C

f-lx,y) 
IoI'=-

v(

c., I c. I soo llttt
l':-l

=I _=-

Figure 3.3 Simplified equivalent circuit for monopole probe assuming

Vt,,t! =V (x, y)

= V(.¡r, y)
l+ Zo jo(C,, +C.r)+ j(ÐC,tzo

for frequency where l/jrt (C,,.+C,.c) >> Z0,or jo(Csc+Cce)Zo << l

z^/r 

- 
I 

-" jaG,, 1-C,")

7^1¡ 
- 

l-* l
" ja(C,, + C,") jú,,

j0C,tZa

v,,." =v(.t, r,r. 
jaC,'Zo

' l+ j0_)C,tzo

Provided that j(D C(.rZo << l

V,,,0 = jaC,,ZoV(x,y)

(.3-10)

(3-l l)
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Flom Equation (3-6) and (3-11),Tp,or," can then be express as

T r,"¡" = iaC,lZo (3-13)

By using a method of moment (MOM) solution, the coupling capacitance C,¡ can be

calculated. with the potential specified as I Volt, T. For.zley gave a plot of c.¡ for various

heights /z of the plobe above the transmission line and incremental displacements relative

to the center of the transmission line [5] . As shown in Figure 3-4, for example, c,.¡ is on

the order of 5 fF for a l/16" oD and rip length of 0.5 mm probe at a height of 0.5 mm

above the transmission line.

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 t.8 2
Probe displacement relative to center of line (mm)

Figure 3-4 Calculation of the critical coupling capacitance C"r (C¡ ) [5]

Some fundamental properties of the monopole probe have been discussed I37l t3gl

[5] . Fi'stly, the spatial resolution of the probe is not purely a factor of the coax outer

diameter'. Instead, the operating frequency and standing wave ratio on the structure must

also be considered.

È>4

Ll-ô

2
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secondly, the sensitivity of the probe is directly proportional to the tip length t. As t

increases so does the number of electric field lines terminating on the center conductor,

hence a greateÍ potential difference between the conducto¡s is induced. on the other

hand, the rcsolution as a function of tip length is difficult to calculate and cannot be

readily quantified. The most tactical approach to quantify the rcsolution would be to

incorpolate both an experimental and theoretical analysis on probes of various sizes and

tip lengths.

Finally, the net probe response is due to both capacitive and magnetic coupling. The

magnetic field coupling is due to the transverse magnetic field component which is
proportional to the axiaÌ current density. Ideally, the monopole probe should respond only

to electric field coupling, hence it is the natural dual of the loop probe. In contrast, while

the monopole probe measurement en'or arises f¡om magnetic field coupling, the enor in

the loop probe measurement is due to electric field coupling.

The usable bandwidth of the monopole probe is a function of its dimensions. Both the

tip length and outel diameter must be a small fraction of the wavelength in the medium

being measu.ed. This restricfion is necessary to avoid any spurious radiation by the

probe. The measurement el'r'or incurred as a result of undesir.able magnetic field coupling

is another limitation.

3.3 Scanning System Hardware Description

The measurement system shown in Figure 3-5 consists of an Hpg753E Netwo¡k

Analyser'(for up to 6 GHz measurement) or a wiltlon 360 Network Analyzer (for up to

40 GHz measulemenl), a host PC, and a two-axis positioning stage. The computer acts as

the central controller which manipulares the positioning state by RS-232 serial link,

conducts the Netwolk Analyzer operation and subsequent data acquisition via General

Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB or.also commonly known as the IEEE- 4gg standard).
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-------)[--t--*t^;----l
I 

- 
I Netrrork Analvzer l<-- Probe relumll

cPrB, r-

Figure 3-5 Measurement system hardrvare

Two different positioning stages were developed for targeting on different

applications where the DUT areas are varying and different resolutions are demanded.

For applications requirìng mm o' sub-mm sampling intervals, an Hpiz2oc plotrer has

been proven to be reliable and versatile. The scan area of the plotter is limited by the

design of the plobe support. Cunently scans on the order of 15 cm by 2g.5 cm with a

minimum step resolution of 25 ¡Lm. For probing on tiny scale circuit, such as MMIC on-

wafer testing, where pm to sub-prm resolution is required, a DC motor driven table was

alterratively used. Two limitations of using DC motors are backlash and speed. If the

backlash of each motor is known it can be compensated for in software. The minimum

step size of the motols being cunently used is 0.1 ¡rm for each axis capable of 25 mm of
displacement.
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Figure 3.6 Plotter mounted rvith monopole probe for mm resolution scans

Figure 3-6 shows the test platform for mm level measurement of microwave devices.

The probe is mounted on the plotter which is controlled by a computer. The scanning

resolution of the plotter is of 25 ¡Lm.

Figure 3-7 shows the apparatus required for ¡rm resolution scans. The monopole

probe is mounted on a plastic beam that is fixed on the DC motor driven table. when
using the monopole probes whose dimensions inhibit direct connection to a SMA
connector some ingenuity is requircd. A miniature coax (D, = 0.32 mm and Di = 0.05

mm) is soldered directly to a large coax (D" = 2.2 mm and D¡ = 0.51 mm) which in tum

directly mates with a SMA connector. For slightly large coax it is possìble to use an

intermediary microstrìp transmission line to construct a coax-microstr-ip-SMA

configuration. To investigate the effects of the discontinuitìes introduced to the

transmission line, time domain measurements can be performed.
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Figure 3-7 CIose up of DC motor test station used to scan pm circuits

Figure 3-8 Setup of the Scanning System for pm level measuremenl



Figure 3-8 shows the whole setup for the computer controlled scanning system. The

Dc motors is connected to the computer via a 9-pin serial port. The Network Analyser is

communicated with the computer through GPIB using an IEEE-4gg cable. The test signal

from the Network Analysel is the input to the device under test, the feed back signal from

the probe is retumed to the Network Analyser. The computer controls the movement of
the DC motors and the operation of the Network Analyzer, collects, processes and

displays the measurement data by the software programmed using LabVIEW.

3.4 Software Development with LabVlEWw

3.4.1 lntroduction of LabVtEW

The introduction of LabvIEW pioneered a new instrumentation approach called

virtual instrumentation. viltual instrumentation empowers users to build their own

instl'umentation systems with standard computers and cosreffective hardware. These

softwarc-centered systems leverage off the computational, display and connectivity

capabilities of popular computers to give users the power and flexibility to builcl each of
youl instrumentation functions.

LabvIEW is a revolutionary graphical programming development environment basecl

on the G programming language for data acquisition and control, data analysis, and data

presentation. LabVIEW features with the flexibility of a powerlul programming language

without the associated difficulty and complexity because its graphical programming

methodology is inherently intuitive to scientists and engineers.

LabVIEW is a multi-platform, available for Windows 9xlNT/2000/, Mac OS, Sun.

HP-ux, and concurrent PowerMAX. Data can be acqui'ed from thousands devices,

including GPIB, VXI, PXI, serial devices, pLCs, and plug-in data acquisition (DAe)
boards. By using the LabVIEW inter-application communication tools such as ActiveX,

dynamic data exchange (DDE), and str.uctuled query language (SeL) database links,
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remote data soulces can be accessed via Intemet. LabvIEW program can be called from

other environments. It can also call existing code in the form of a dynamic linked Iibrary

(DLL) on windows or a shared library on other Operating Systems.

users can easily find and download almost all the drivers of measurement equipment,

such as oscilloscope, logic analyzer, network analyzer, spectrum analyzer, etc. in their

labs from either equipment makers or National Instruments, even fiom some other users

who have developed the drivers for the instruments. It empowers users a faster way to
program instrumentation, data acquisition and control system, to build their own

solutions for scientific and engineering systems. It gives the flexibility and performance

of a powerful programming language without the associated difficulty and complexity.

This will significantly reduce the time to develop a measurement system, and make users

focused on their measurcment itself instead of system development.

G programming language is the heart of the LabVIEW. Like C or BASIC, G is a
general purpose p|ogramming language with extensive librafies of functions for any

programming task. G also includes conventionaì pÍogramming debugging tool, user can

set breakpoints, animate the execution to see how data passes through the program. G

programs are called viÍual instruments (VIs) because their appearance and operation can

imitate actual instruments. A VI consists of an interactive user interface, a dataflow

diagram that sevels as the source code, and icon connections that set up the vI so that it
can be called from highel level VIs.

The interactive user interface of a vI is called the front panel, because it simulates the

panel of a physical instl'ument. The fl.ont panel can contain knobs, pushbuttons, graphs,

and other controls and indicators. usels enter data using a mouse and keyboard, and view

the results on the computer screen.
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The VI receives instructions from a block diagram, which user constructs in G. The

block diagram is a pictodal solution to a programming problem. The block diagram is

also the source code of the VIs.

vls are hierarchical and modular. user can use them as either toplevel programs or

subprograms. The icon and connectors of a VI work like a graphical parameter list so that

data can be passed between VIs.

'With these features, G makes the best use of the conception of the modular

programming. Each subVl can be performed and debugged by itself, this makes

programming much easier.

3.4.2 The LabvlEWTI" Test Program for Computer Controlled
Scanning System

A sedes of LabVIEW programs have been developed fo¡ conh.olling probe

manoeuvring and data acquisition. The programs ale the third generation of the

aulomated scanning system software which is improved over the second generation [5] .

It provides the way to easily integrate all harclware controlling involved in the

measurement into a single graphic user inteface, i.e. network analyzer, DC molor,

plotter, spectrum analyzer, etc. The 2nd generation software EMDAP (ElectroMagnetic

Data Acquisition Program) was developed based on the Turbo pascal and provided the

contÌol of the scanning system by the command line interface on Dos operating System.

The current software is designed with a graphical user-interface which makes full use of
the control components in the LabVIEW control paìette (Figure 3-9).

Through GPIB (IEEE 488) interface, communication between the computer and the

Netwolk Analyser is established. All the featurcs of the Network Analyser. can be

remotely accessed by the LabVIEW program in the Network Analyser setup control box.

The test frequency can be specified as the centre flequency and the scanning span and the

data format can be log/linear magnitude, phase, smith chart, polar and standing wave
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ratio. user can also select the measurement of s-parameters, R-parametel.s or A/B
parameters. via the coMl/coM2 serial port, the DC Motor or plotter can be controlled

for pm or mm resolution scanning, respectively. In the DC Motor/plotter control box,

user can define start point, end point and scanning step.

Figure 3.9 Frontpanel of the LabVIEW test program for Computer
Controlled Scanning System

A real{ime display of the spectrum magnitude and phase along with the automatic

data filing is also provided in the LabVIEW ptogÍam. A summary and compadson of the

capabilities between the two generations of software is provided in Table 3-l summary

and comparison of the two generatlon of software.

DC Motor Cont¡ol

- $d@f
vÈ@l
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Table 3.1 Summary and comparison of the two generâtion ofsoftryare

Communication Scans Real time
display Resolut¡on Control

Program GPIB & COM
1D&
2D

Magn¡tude
& phase mm&[m Command

lin e

Graphical
user

interface

EMDAP Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

LabVlEW:
l DumScan.vi
2DumScan.vi
2DmmScan.vi

Yês Yes Yes Yes No Yes



Chapter 4 Nenn-nelo Scnru Uslruc Mo¡lopol_E AND
Coplnru¡n Wnveculoe pnoees

To funher expand on previous measurements [5] , more experiments were conducted

to illustrate the value of the monopole coaxial probes as microwave circuit diagnostic

tools. Tests on applications ranging from coplanal waveguide tr.ansmission lines, single

patch miclostrip antenna to microstrip antenna amays have been done. As an alternative,

the coplanar waver Guide (cPW) probes ale also fabricated and tested. some results

comparing monopole probe with cPW probe is presented. Depending on the application

the sampling interval may be in the mm to pm .ange. Typically, 50 to 100 field data

samples per observation point are taken to minimize the noise effect to the measurement

results.

4.1 Monopole Probes to Measure S0f) CpW T- Line

G¡ound Lines Signal Line

Figure 4-l Structural diagram of a coplanar rvaveguide TJine

Signal Line



The use of coplanar waveguides (cPw) in microwave integrated circuits is very

popular since it adds flexibility and improves the performance of some circuit functions

at high frequencies. The CPW architecture allows for the mounting of lumped

components in a shunt o¡ sedes configuration, while eliminating the need for drilling
holes ol' slots through the substrate. Figure 4-t shows the structure of a coplanar

waveguide tlansmission line circuit, where n, is the width of the signal line, t is the

thickness of the signal line, å is the substrate thickness. e, is the relative dielectric

constant of the substrate, and Ê"¡¡ is the effective dielectric constant of the substrate.

4.1.1 Coplanar Waveguide Transmission Line Analysis

v

Figure 4-2 Electric field variation above CpW T-line and measurement
rvith monopole probe

Figurc 4-2 is a diagram that illustrates the electfic field variation over rhe suúace of
cPW T-line. It also shows the monopole plobe dispiacement at different spot when it is
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scannrng transverse (x direction, position l, 2, and 3) and longitudinal scanning (z

direction, position I and 2') over the CPW transmission line.

when it is in TEM mode the distribution of electric field over the surface of cpw
tlansmission line can be summarized as

Eg,y,z)- Er(x,y)e'F (4-l)

where Er only has x and y components and the z-variation is of exponential form.

So E¡ should have same pattem at any given z expect for a phase and magnitude change.

The electric field distribution over CPW T-line then can be discussed separately.

Two different cPW T-lines were scanned with monopole and cpw probes. Their
geometries and paramete¡s are shown in Figule 4-3 and rable 4-l respectively. The two

h'ansmission lìnes will be referred as Type A and rype B transmission lines in the

fol Iorving measurement.

'Iable 4.1 Parameters of trvo tested CpW transnrission lines (Figure 4-1)

Tvoe A Type B
Zo (a\ 68.9 - 49.2

2.54 9.8
s (Fm) 330 '100

w (um) 740 250
h (pm) 580 280
t (um) 5

Eetl 1 .87 4.97

xlt is noted that ã of type A cPw calculated by PCAAD rvas nor close ro 50 cl as expected. This is
probably due to the change to the substrate property in the etching process. The Type A cpw is not a
commercial but a house-rnade product.
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Type A: s = 0.3 mm w = 0.7 mm
Type B: s = 0.1 rnJn w = 0.25 rnm

(b)

Figure 4-3 a) Structural diagram of CPW T-line; b) Tlpe B CpW under
test, s = 100 pm and rv = 250 Fm

4.1.1.1 Analysis of Transversò Electric Field Variation

An impoÍant property of rEM wave on transmission line is that the electric field can

be uniquely related to the voltage on the transmission line. If the electric field F, (x, y)

due to the transmission line is known, an approximation to the induced voltage on the

plobe is

v,o = JErQ,y)dl --ç¡;¡;*è L,,rE,,.(x,,,,f ,,,,) (4-2)

where l,,¡ is the probe tip length, E¡r, is the y componenr of electdc field at the tip

location (x,¡r, y,¡).

As shown in Figule 4-2, when the monopole probe is right over the signal line of

cPW t'ansmission line at position l, the electric field F. (.r, y) only has y component,

the coupling voltage between the probe tip and the CpW circuit V,,,. will then be

maximum in magnitude. with the probe moving to the righr. F. (.t, ¡') will have both x

and y components till the plobe moves to position 2, where the probe is light above the

(a)
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gap between signal line and gr.ound line of CpW, F, (.r, y) has now only ,, component

and V,,. will then be zero. Again, E r(x,y) at position 3 only has y component with an

inversed phase, so 7o. will be seen at its second peak in magnitude.

To solve for F, (;r, ),), we solve the Laplace Boundary Value problem for (Þl¿ y),

and then use Õ(¡ y) to determine E ,{r,Ð since F. (.i, y) = -VÕ(;, y) . In order ro

estimate v¡u¿ for a pa(icular cPW geometry, under electrostatic conditions we can solve

the Laplace Equation for that geometry to yield F, (x, y) and then V¡,,¿.

(Lr, Ay)

=0

Figure 4-4 Laplace Boundary Value problem solving

we solve the Laplace BV problem numerically, as shown in Figure 4-4, using a finite
difference MOM approach with an SOR lterative Matrjx Solver [40] . We set

¡ Àr' = 25 ¡tm, A,v = 25 ¡rm and lr'-r = 101 andN)=.121 to solve Laplace BV
ploblem for Type A CPW, and
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o À,¡ = i0 ¡rm, Áy = l0 Fm and N.r = tOl and Ny = I ll to solve Laplace BV
problem fol Type B CPW, and

Figure 4-5 is the plot of electric potential Õ(¿ y) on .r-y plane (refer to Figure 4_2 and

Figure 4-4) by solving the Laplace BV problem. Given rhe contour plot of <Þ(.r-, ¡,), the

electrjc field F. {.t, f) will then be drawn since it is normal to <Þ(-r; y).

Figure 4-6 is the plot that shows the Laplace BV problem solution for y component of

the electrìc field 8,.(¿ y) at different height above the Type B CpW transmission line

circuit plane.

Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 demonstrate the solutions for Type A and Type B CpW T_

line laplace problem using the soR itelation algodthm, and they will be compared with

the experimental results on Type A and rype B cpws later in section 4.1 and 4.4. Figure

4-7 shows the results on Type A cPw with different probe tip length at a cettain height

over the circuit. Figure 4-8 shows the results on Type B cpw with probe at different

heights over the circuit. Since a CPW pr.obe will be used to measur.e the Type B CpW

circuit in the later experiment, we choose the height at 0.5yr, rv antl 2u., where w = 120

¡rm is the signal line width of the CPW probe.

To confirm that the convergence of FD method is not changing with the gdd size

ÀxÀy, the calculation was repeated by using differcnt values of Â¡ and A-y, namely Àt =
l0 unt and 4, = lO ¿r,n to calculare for the Type A CPW and L:t = 5 um and Ay = J ¿¿¡7¡ ¡6

calculate fol the Type B CPW. The same lesults were obtained for each case.
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4.1.1.2 Analysis of Longitudinal Electric Field Variation

To investigate the longitudinal variation of the electdc field, we can analyze the

structures using circuit theory concepts, provided we break the problem into small parts

so that the circuit element dimensions wilÌ be much smaller than a wavelength. To do

this, we describe the transmission-line by a selies resistance per unit length R, series

inductance per unit length L, shunt conductance pel unit length G, and shunt capacitance

pel unit length C. A small section of transmission-line with length dz thus has the

following equivalent circuit:

Ldz Ildz I(: + dz)
-----+

+

G dz V(z + dz)

Figure 4-9 Equivalent circuit of a section of transmission line

Analysis of this circuit for time-harmonic signals gives the wave equations

Ur"rr, _r,rrrr=O
dz

àI(z\l-'-Y'tk)=o
dz

(4-3)

(4-4)

where y is the complex propagation constant given by

v=a+jP=tfR+jaDc'+ßt)

Given a lossless transmission line, g = 0, and

<-- dr _____-__________
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v=iþ (4_5)

The solutions to the wave equations are superpositions of forward and reverse waves,

(4-6)

Just like with plane waves, we define a characteristic impedance as the ratio of
voltage to current (for positive travelling waves)

v* v'
" r: r: (4-7)

and the wave velocity (or phase velocity) and wavelength are given by

(4-8)

Figure 4-10 Schematic model of a generally loaded transmission line

For the transmission-line circuit above (Figure 4-10), we define a voltage reflection

coefficient (at the load Z¿) as the ratio of reflected voltage to incident voltage, which can

in general be complex:

.2nu-^n, =V v, =V= 1,1"

7'i, -{
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Short: Z¿=9+ l¡= -l Open: Z¿ = - -+ l-l - +l Match:Zt=Zo-+lr=0

using the load reflection coefficient gives the input impedance Z¡,, for the lossless

case

r, =vi =lt.l"it' =2,-2,'- v: I Lt zL+Z,

Some special cases ale:

- _ _ Zr+ jZ.tan þlo''-'o 7jjv,ãßr

(4-e)

(4-r0)

The term Bl is called the elech'ical length of rhe transmission-line. some special cases

for Zi, arc considered with different load Z¡-:

Shortline: Zt=0 Z^= jZ,,runBt= ¡Z,,tunlt (4-tl)
Ag

Open circuit: Z, = o' 2,,, = - jZ,,cot Bt = -¡Z"cotll Ø-12)

^g

Given Equation (4-6) and @-9), V(z)can be produced,

v(z) = vo-[ + l¿ e2/' fe-Y' (4- l3)

where V¿* is determined by the source l/. (Figure 4-10) and its impedance. For a

lossless transmission line,

Y(z) = Yo*[1+l¿ ,iztt:1, ìts:
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What are interested in is V(¿) for different load conditions.

For a matched load, Z¡= Zs andly= 0, thele is a linear phase variation with position

V (z) =Y; ,-iø '

For an OC (open circuit) load, Z¿= - and |-r_ = +1,

V (z) =Vi ll + ejzÞ z 
1"-iÊ 

z

)¡
= 2V^* cos( -'" z\

^

(4-l s)

(4-16)

Hence, there is a standing wave wìth minima at À*/2 spacing. Along the transmission

line, as shown in Figure 4-10, v(z) has a minimum in magnitude at each test point where

z= n?'e/4,n = -1, -3,-5, ..., where Lr = rf tþ* .

4.1"2 50 O CPW T- Line Measurement with Monopole probes of
Different Tip Lengths

Coaxial Probe
t=0.5mm/2mm
do=0.32mm
di=0.05mm

Figure 4-11 Monopole probe
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coaxial probe is the simplest and easiest manufactured diagnostic tool in near field

scanning system. The purpose of this test is to compare how difference of tip length t will
take effect to the probe performances. The tip length of monopole probe is the length by

which the inner conductor is made longer than the outer conductor. (copper shield) at the

plobing end.

Figure 4-1 I is the monopole probe used for scanning. The diameter of outer shield is

320 ¡t'm, and the diameter of inner conductor is 50 ¡rm. The tests were conducted with

two identical coaxial probes with different tip lengths (l) of 0.5 mm and 2 mm

respectively. The DC motor scanning station (Figure 3-7) was used for testing.

Two 50 ÇJ open circuir CPW T-Lines (Type A and Type B) were measured at 5 GHz.

Their parameters are listed in Table 4- 1 .

Figure 4-12 Test structure to measure CpW T_lines

The test set up is shown in Figure 4-12. Hp 8753A nerwork analyzer (up to 6 GHz)

was used to excite the circuit under test and to pick up rhe signal to finally get the s2l

folward transmission pa¡ameters. Two DC-controlled motors composed of the scanning

stage that made the movable probe doing lD/2D scanning over the circuit area. computer

workstation was controlling the activities of the network analyzer (through GpIB bus)
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and the scanning stage (through Rs-232 port), and processing data from the networ*

analyzer.

The transverse scan, for which the probe was moving along the path 2.5 cm away

fo'm the edge of open ci¡cuit end of the cPW T-Line, was lun over the open-circuited

Type A CPW þv = 740 ¡rm and s = 330 pm) with both monopoÌe probes (different tip

lengths) at frequency of 5 GFIz. The probes were over the cpw circuit plane about 0.1

mm high. Figure 4-13 shows the scanning results with both monopole probes. The 0.5

mm tip length monopole probe found minimum induced signal at displacement around

820 ¡rm. The Laplace BV problem solurion for the same Type A CpW shows (Figure

4-7) r,ha¡. the minima occurs at displacement around 610 pm. The deviance of numerical

and experimental results is about 34Vo. The 2-mm tip length monopole probe, on the

other hand, was not able to reflect the proper electric field transverse variation as

expected flom the Laplace BV problem solution in Figure 4-7.

The longitudinal scan was also applied to an open-ciltuitec! Type A CpW T-Line by

the 0.5 mm tip length monopole probe, the probe was over the CpW at about 0.1 mnt

height, and the signal frequency was 5 GHz. The test results arc shown in Figure 4-14.

From the standing wave pattem on the magnitude plot, half wavelength of guided wave

À"/2, was measuled 21.5 mm. Using 2, = "l ¡^Fi, the e,.¿ obtained by experiment was

I .94. Noted that the s¿r calculated by PCAAD was 1.87, the deviance of simulation and

measurement was 3-iVo-
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4.2 Monopole Probe to Measure Single patch
Microstrip Antenna

Since the mid 1970's the rectangular patch has been one of the most widely used

antennas in communication developments [41] A single patch antenna is the

fundamental element in the design of an ideal antenna an'ay. To determine the pattern of
amplitude and phase of a single patch antenna, a test system was set up as shown in
Figure 4-18 b) which is almost the same as the configuration used for cpw r-Lines
measulements except for the DUT here is a single patch antenna.

To investigate an antenna component, the most important measurements ale:

VSWR fo¡ indication of mismatch

mode excitation for element cross-poladzation

surface wave excitation for estimation of the element mutuaì coupling
level

4.2.1 Properties of Single Patch Microstrip Antenna

Generally a single patch microstrip antenna is composite of thrce segment of
microstrip transmission lines with specific dimensions (width w and length L) working at

the expected operating fiequency J.. Figure 4-15 shows the dimensions of a single patch

microstrip antenna working at 3.455 GHz. The three segments are signal feed line,

quarter wavelength transformer and rectangular patch built on the substrate with e, = 3.2 .

The single patch miclostrip antenna is designed to be operating at its resonating mode,

for which the frequency of signal fed to the patch ìs close to the resonanr fr.equencyJ_.

In following analysis, we a.e simply considering rcctangula. patch in the first mode

that is the first order resonance frequency occurs on the patch.

to



Quarter wayelength
transformer

Figure 4-15 Dimensions of lhe open.ended single patch microstrip
antenna design

Quarter wavelength
transformer

Signal feed line

Figure 4-16 Structural diagram of a single patch microstrip antenna
design
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A typical single patch antenna design is to combine rhe microstrip transmission line,

which is feeding the signal to antenna with the microstrip patch antenna on the same

substrate (Figure 4-16). To match the impedance of the microstip signal feed line to the

microstrip patch, a quarter-wavelength transformer has to be inserted between the signal

feeding line and the patch. The quarter wavelength transformer technique is generally

used to match purcly resistive loads [42] .

It is also illustrated in Figure 4-16 that the electric fieìds, along the z direction,

undergo fringing at the edges of the patch since the open-ended patch is finite along both

length and width (-x axis and z axis). This fringing effect has to be taken into account by

adding equivalent lengths Al at both ends.

Ar Q"n +03)(L+0.264)
__(\.t11 tr
hÍ" (€,,¡ - 0.2s4¡1:4 9.3'

r.+l e,-t( l0/¡\:1F,,=, + __:_l l+ I =3.03"' 2 2 l. w)

(4-t'7)

c. A. Balanis [41] gives out equations to calculate the palarreters for rectangular

patch design at resonant frequency. Some values are calculated now fbr the designed

single patch antenna shown in Figure 4-15 and Figur.e 4-16.

The effective dielectric constant of the patch

(4-r 8)

Given the resonant frequency J. = 3.455 GHz,, the equivalent rectangular. patch

length can be calculated by (a-19), where c is rhe fi.ee space speed of light.
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In a typical design, the signal feed line is a 50 Ç) impedance transmission line. Given

the substrate thickness /¡ and dielectric constant er, the transmission line width IZ and

effective dielectric constant €qr¡.can be then calculated. with the patch width lv is much

greater than the substrate thickness h (wh >> l), the antenna will behave more as

transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM) transmission line, so the entirc line feed single

patch antenna can be equivalent to serialized transmission lines with different line

impedance and e"¡ as shown in Figure 4-17.

L.. = L + 2LL = --:.: = 0.0249 nt' 1r l-
'L r 1¡" 

"u

I feed line V4 hnsformer 
I

" ^ = +l#ffi}, * o.r, n o.ur" os(0.77 koL")f

= 0.0388ÇJ-l

Figure 4-17 Equivalent circuit of microstrip line feed single patch ântenna

For the design shown in Figure 4-I5 and Figure 4-16, the radiation concluction at the

open end of rectangular patch is calculated as [41]

patch

(4-Le)

(4-2o)

Z¡¡Ic¿rtl¡¡e
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whete

2nfkn=-#=41.55
,^l€,.0

n =ry = 2ß.45
,'l . 

"'[

From equivalent circuit Figure 4-17 , the input impedance of rectangular patch can be

approximated as

2,,,-*., = 
2G,-L= 

12.88Q (4-21')

The characteristic impedance of the )trl4 transformer can be calculated as

- l2on I
l, W.. (w \tl.,tt;tt' "ì,r + 1.393+0.6611¡¡l 2Le +1.444]| t^))\/¡ [t' )

= 75.59Ç)

Zr,-¡,0 = (Zot¡t¿¡)2 lZr-r*n, = 443.56c. (4-23)

It is noted in (4-23) that the transformer appears not conectly designed since the look-

in impedance from the transformer input port is not 50 ohms as expected. There will be

mismatching between the 50 ohm signal feed line and rcst of the antenna circuit.

For a lossless transmission line shown in Figure 4-10

V (ò = Vi ll + l, e 
j2 P' 

)e- 
iP. (4-24)
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where V¿* is determined by the source Vs and its impedance

For an OC load, Z¡=." and l¿ = +1,

V (z) = Vi lI + e 
j2 P' le- iP'

1c
= 2Vor cos(? z)

Ar

(4-2s)

Hence, there is a standing wave with a minimum at ),,y'4 from the end of the )"r/2

patch.

4.2.2 Single Patch Microstrip Antenna Measurement

To measure the single patch microstrip antenna shown in Figure 4-18 a), we excited

the antenna patch with a 3.544 GHz RF signal from the network analyzer. The coaxial

probe is right above the antenna at the height of about 0.2 mm. (The coaxial pr.obe was

touch down an isolation of plastic film lying on the surface of the antenna patch, the

thickness of the film rvas about 0.2 mm). The pattern shape in 3-D clisplay for the

magnitude measurement is shown in Figure 4-19. The magnitude and phase pattern of the

single patch antenna are shown in Figure 4-20 and Figure 4-21, respectively.

Figtre 4-22 is the magnitude and phase plots along the central line in ¡, direction. It is

noted that the magnitude plot of the 50 ohm signal feed line section is not flat as expected

due to mismatching of impedance. Given the Z¡,.ro¡,¡, of 12.88 ohms in (4-21), rhe ),,r/4

transfomer had 10 be designed such that tlte Z6¡¡r¡a¡ equals to 25.38 ohms in stead of

75.59 ohms (4-22) to make Z¡,.2r¡a close to 50 ohms.
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a) dimcnsion of the
single påtch antenna

b) test set up for single

Pâlch anlenna patlem
measutemenl

Figure 4-18 a) Single patch antennai b) Single patch antenna test
structure

0O

Figure 4-19 3-D display of the magnitude pattern of the single patch
antenna
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4.3 Monopole Probe to Measure Microstrip Antenna
Array

4.3.1 Microstrip Antenna Array Topologies and Signal Feeding
Network

As an application of near-field probing technology to measure the microwave circuits,

the monopole probe scanning system was used for investigation on 4x4 antenna array

topologies at 12 GHz. A survey of 4x4 artay topologies at 12 GHz was conducted by D.

Gray, a Ph.D. student of the Department of Electrical and computer Engineering at the

university of Manitoba. seven 4x4 Microstrip antenna amays fed with different singal

feeding networks we'e fabricated using 0.794 mm thick, vz ounce copper clad Arlon

Diclad substrate (e, = 2.5) [43] . use of a constant substrate and design fr.equency alìows

for dilect comparison of the arrays behaviour as a function of topology alone. The

designed 
'esonant 

frequency of the antenna anays are both between I I GHz - .13 GHz.

Two types of antenna anay, type c and type E [43] were chosen for the rests using

monopole probe scanning system. The dimensions of type c and type E antenna an.ay arc

shown in Figure 4-23 and Figure 4-24, respectively.

The purpose of the measurement is to experimentally investigate the performance of
microstrìp feeding network and radiation pattern of each antenna patch. It was expected

to see same ladiation pattem for both magnitude and phase on all patches and

fundamental mode as the only dominant mode and no other higher order modes. It was

aÌso investigated if the feeding network is imbalance.

Figure 4-25 shows the measurcment results on the type c antenna array with 12 GHz

RF feed signal from the network analyzer. The coaxial probe was at about 0.2 mm height

above the antenna. For patch 1 and 2, it was observed that they are fecl with the same
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amplitude and phase but with slight excitation of 3rd order mode. patch 3 and 4 have

similar behaviour show that higher order modes had predominant effects.

The feeding network show small VSWR in the section marked in Figure 4-25, the

linear phase shift indicates impedance matching.

The same measurement was applied to the antenna anay type E fed with l2 GHz RF

signals, and the results are shown in Figure 4-26, The modes generated on four patches

are more predominantly the fundamental modes. The feeding network also show small

VSWR in the section marked in Figrtre 4-26.

Type E has better performance than type C as shown in Figure 4-2g, which agrees

well with the theorerical modelling [43] .
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Figure 4-23 The layout of type c antenna array

Figure 4-24 The layout of type e antenna array



Feed line matches,

a) measured magnitude pattern of type c antenna anay
driven by l2GHz RF signal

b) measured phase pattern of type c antenna array
driven by l2GHz RF signal

Figure 4-25 Near.field inrage of type C antenna arrây driven by 12 GHz
RF signal



I Feed line matches

a) measured magnitude pattern of type e antenna array
driven by l2GHz RF signal

b) measured phase pattern of type e antenna array driven
by l2GHz RF signal

Figure 4-2ó Near-field image of type E antenna array driven by l2 GHz
RF signal
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a) measured magnitude pattern of type e antenna
driven by l3GHz RF signal

Figure 4-27 Near-field image of type E antenna array driven by 13 GHz
RF signal
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Figure 4.28 Boresight radiation and input impedance characteristics of 12
GHz 4x4 microstrip arrays [43]

4.4 CPW Probe to Measure SOe CpW T- Line

a) CPW probe b) CPW probe to measure the type B CPW

Figure 4-29 a) CPW Probe b) snapshot of CpW probe and the DUT
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To improve the spatial resolution of an electric near-fieìd probe the micromachining

process has been employed to fabricate ¡rm-scale probes. It is, however, unfeasible to

build probes in a form of coaxial cable by micromachining technique. The planar.

structure of coplanar waveguide has provided much flexibility in design, reduced weight

and volume, and cost of production. It is for this reason that a cpw pr.obe was fabricated

and tested as a scale model of the micromachined coplanar waveguide probe. The test

configuration and dimension of the CPW probe is shown in Figure 4-29.

4.4.1 CPW T-line Probe Circuit Modelling

Figure 4-30 An approximate coplanar rvaveguide transmission line probe
nodel and the corresponding equivalent circuit model

Figure 4-30 shows the model of coplanar waveguide transmission Iine (CpW) probe

and its approximate equivalent circuit. The model is quite similar to a monopole probe

model shown in Figule 3-2, so the modelling and analysis will be also similar.. The results

drawn from the analysis of monopole probe in section 3.2 is also applicable to cpw

V¡n¿
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probe modelling. The model also assumes that the probe load impedance is much grcater

than local circuit impedance. c"¡ is the capacitance formed between conductor of probe

and transmission line circuit, c,. is the capacitance formed between probe conductor and

shield, cr is the capacitance formed between shield of probe and h'ansmission line

circuit, C., is the capacitance formed between probe conductor and ground plane, C,, is

the capacitance formed between probe shield and ground plane.

4.4.2 50 O CPW T- Line Measurement with Different GpW probe
Orientations

Figure 4.31 a) The CPW probe surface normal is parallel to signal line
and b) The CP\Y probe surface normal is orthogonal to signal line

This measurement is performed to find the effect to the electrjc coupling level

between CPW probe and circuit under test when the probe is set to different orientations

over the circuit plane. The normal of CPW probe surface, as shown in Figure 4-31 a) and

b), is either parallel to or orthogonal to the signal line of CpW T-line. A Type A CpW T-

line was measured and the results ar.e shown in Figure 4'32 and Figure 4-33. From the

analysis to CPW in section 4.I.1.1, it is expected rhat the odentation of the CpW probe

not to make much difference on measurement results, since the induced voltage on the

probe is mostly depending on probe height and tip ìengrh. Figure 4-32 and Figure 4-33

expedmentally state the same conclusion.

b)a)
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4.4.3 50 o CPW T- Line Measurement with CpW probe at
Different Heights above DUT

The heights at which the probe is positioned over the cpw r-line have effects to the

measurement performance. The tests discussed in this section were performed in order to

investigate these effects. The circuit was running at frequency of 5 GHz, and the pr.obe

was set at the height of 0.5w, w, 2w and 4w, where w is the width of the signal line of
CPW T-line, to scan transversely over the DUT. A Type B CpW T-line (w = 0.2 mm and

s = 0.1 mm) was measured for this purpose. The measurement results for the probe set at

different heights are presented in Figure 4-34, Figurc 4-35, Figure 4-36 andFigure 4-37,

respectively. Figure 4-38 compares the magnitude of measurements and shows that

height of 2w has the best performance.
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Figure 4-34 CPW probe transverse scan result on CpW transmission line,
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4.4.4 50 O CPW T- Line Measurement with CpW probe and
Monopole Probe - A Comparison

The transverse scan is applied to both Type A and B CpW T-Lines with CpW probe,

and the results arc shown in Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-4I. The probe is right above the

CPW with height between 25 ¡rm to 50 pm.

The same measulement was repeated using the monopole probe with the tip length t =
0.5 mm. The results are shown in Figurc 4-4O and Figxe 4-42. The monopole probe is

also at a height between 25 pm to 50 ¡rm over the DUT. These results can be refered to,

for evaluating the performance of the CPW probe.
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Figure 4-39 CP\{ probe transverse scân result on the rype B CpW T-Line
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Figure 4-40 Monopole probe transverse scan result on the Tlpe B CpW T-
Line
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Figure 4.42 Monopole probe transverse scan result on the Tlpe A Cp\v T-
Line

4.5 Conclusion

Various microwave devices were tested by monopole and CpW probes with the

automated near-field scanning system described in chapter 3. The performance of both

monopole and CPW probes were investigated by measudng two different Cp\ry

transmission lines. Both transverse and longitudinal scan were conducted and results

were compared with the numerical analysis of transverse and longitudinal variation of
electric field in section 4.1.1. The probes were also used to measure the single patch

antenna of 3.45 GHz resonance frequency and two types of microstrip antenna arrays.
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Ghapter 5 MlcnorneRtcArED CpW pRoees

with constantly increasing frequencies in communications and integrated circuits,

there is a great demand for Iow-cost, miniature microwave components. The planar

transmission lines, such as microshjp, stripline, and coplanar waveguide have provided

much flexibility in design, reduced weight and volume, and cost of production. planar

component size has reduced so much that the fabrication by conventional machining

techniques has become too costly and difficult. It is for this reason that the recenr

advanced micromachining techniques have found numerous applications in the

microwave field.

5.1 lntroduction

In conjunction with its conventional role as an electronic matedal, silicon can also be

exploited as a high-precision, high-strength and high-reliability mechanical material by

taking advantage of an aheady advanced micro-fabrication technology. This is especially

applicable wherever miniaturized mechanical devices and components must be integrated

ol interfaced with electronics. Texas Insh uments has been marketing a thermal point

head [46] in several computer terminal and plotter products since early 1977 in which the

active printing element abrasively contacting the paper is a silicon integrated circuit chip.

The clucial detector component of a high-bandwidth frequency synthesizer sold by

HewlettPackard [46] was made as a silicon chip in 1980 from which cantilever beams

have been etched to provide thermally isolated regions for the diode detectors. High-

precision alignment and coupling assemblies for fiber-optic communication systems are

ploduced by Western Electric [46] from anisotropically etched silicon chips simply

because it is the only technique capable of rhe high accuracies required. some recent

works caried out by G. M. Rebeiz [47] in the Radiation Labo.atory in the university of
Michigan shows that micromaching techniques can be used to alter the electr.omagnetic
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chalacteristic of the underlying substrâte so as to result in better performance than

standard planar designs. They designed some high Q resonators, low-cost filters, and high

efficiency micromachined antennas. The similar work is also done by V. Milanovic [4g]
on coplanar waveguides. It is verified that the absence of the lossy silicon substrate after

top side etching results in significantly imploved insertion-loss characteristics, dispersion

characteristics and phase velocity.

5.2 Basic Procedures of M¡cromach¡n¡ng

The mostly used micromechanical processing techniques are etching, epitaxial

processes/deposition, thermomigration, thermal bonding, and membrane techniques. The

etching, deposition and membrane techniques were used in our application which will be

discussed in detail in section 5.4.

5.2.1 Etch

The commonly used etching systems arc chemical, plasma, sputtering and reactive-

ion etching (RIE). chemical etching is suitable fol lalge and deep area removal r¡,hile ttre

other thlee etching techniques are usually used for suface/mask removal.

The chemical etchants for silicon are numerous and they can be isotropic or

anisotropic, dopant dependent or not, and have varying degrees of selectivity to the

masking matedals. What we used in the microfabrication of CpW probe is KOH t46l ,

the anisotropic chemical etching which exhibits much higher etch rate ratios than any

other chemical etching. A disadvantage of KoH is that Si02 can't be used as a mask in

many applications. Si3Na is the prefen.ed masking material for.KOH.

In plasma, sputtering and reactive-ion etching (RIE), the high-accelerated and heated

ions ale applied to the surface of silicon to remove the materials such as Sio2 and Si¡N¿.
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5.2.2 Deposition

while etching is for the material removal, the material addition in the form of film
deposition, metal plating is very important structuraì tool. Deposited thin films have

obvious applications in mask, passivation, wear resistance, corrosion protection, fatigue

strength enhancement. The most common used deposition methods are chemical vapour

deposition (CVD), e-beam and sputtering deposition.

cVD is a widely used method for depositing thin films of a large variety of materials

such as sio2 and Si:N¿. The cPW probe discussed in section 5.3 was fabricated with this

technology. In a typical CVD process, reactant gases (often diluted in a carrier gas) at

room temperature enter the reaction chamber. The gas mixture is heated as it approaches

the deposition surface, heated radiatively or placed upon a heated substrate. Depending

on the process and operating conditions, the reactant gases may undergo homogeneous

chemical reactions in the vapour phase before striking the surface. Near the surface

thermal, momentum, and chemical concentration boundar.y layers form as the gas stream

heats, slows down due to viscous drag, and the chemical composition changes.

Heterogeneous rcactions of the source gases or reactive intermediate species (formed

from homogeneous pyrolysis) occur at the deposition surface forming the deposited

material.

The electron beam evaporator deposits thin metal films by means of electron beam

heating and evaporation inside a high vacuum chamber. This system is primarily used for
the deposition of microelectronic contact or interconnects. To avoid contaminating the

metallization processes, the types of source materials and substrates allowed into the

system is limited. Evaporation materials allowed are Al (pure), Al-lZoSi, pt (user must

supply own Pt material). Allowed Substrates are Inorganic substl.ates only - Si, glass,

Silicon-on-Sapphire, compound semiconductor.. Sputtering deposition use the

clyopumped chamber for RF/DC sputterrng to form a metal plane such as Al, Cr and gold

on the silicon surface.
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5.2.3 Silicon Membrane

While etching and deposition are two essential procedures in micromachining, some

other procedurcs such as thermomigration, thermal bonding, especially the dopant

dependent etching for the realization of thin silicon membranes are all employed in many

applications. We used the silicon membrane in our CPW manufactudng.

Silicon membrane is important in controlling the etching processing. The etching

processing will stop while arriving at a silicon layer which is highly doped with boron. It
is simply because the etching rate inside the boron medium is really slow compared to the

other normal silicon material.

One application of the boron-doped membrane is illustrated in the following

application in the ink jet nozzle design. without the membrane, the hole size of the ink jet

nozzle will be affected by the thickness of the wafer layer (Figure -5-i a) and b)). The size

of the hole (l) equals L-(2ütan9), where the L is the mask dimension and t is the thickness

of the wafer laye' and 0 = 57.74'.If a boron doped silicon membrane is p'oduced and

suspended across the bottom of the pit with an orifice in the center corresponding to the

Iocation previously left undoped (Figure 5-l c), the hole size can be precisely controlled.

(c)

Figure 5-1 Boron membrane in the fabrication of silicon ink jet nozzle - a)
and b) shorv the errors in final nozzle size rvhich occurs when the rvâfer
thickness varies c) shorys a boron membrane structure to mininlize the

effects of the rvafer thickness.

(b)
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5.3 Micromachined CPW Probe

Before rve start to describe the processing procedures of the manufacture of our cpw
probe, it is helpful to understand its architecture and dimension. Its dimension and a

picture of micromachined CPW probe are shown in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5"2 Dimension and the picture of the micromachined Coplanar
Waveguide (CPW) probe

ilrmìi
The dimension of the probe tip

( un¡t is l.tm)



The probe was manufactured on a 400 ¡rm Si wafer, which is partially etched

previously until a 30 pm boron doped membrane layel is reached. The extra layers of 1.2

pm SiO2 and 0.1 pm Si3Na are deposited on the 400 ¡rm Si wafer surface, which is rhe

platform of the probe tip. The conductive material for the cpvy' three transmission line is

1' 13 ¡.rm Au and 500 Á, cr. lFigure 5-3 a) and b)). This was designed and fab¡icated at the

Alberta Microelectronics Centre by Dr. C. Shafai in 1996 t62l .

(a) the side !ie\\ oflhc la)o rof rhcCPWprobe

. 3Olrnr Si
membrÂne
undemcath

(b) top view ofthe lâyoul oflhe CpW probe

Figure 5-3 The layout of Co-Planar Waveguide (CPW) probe [62]
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The fabrication procedure [62] started with Si wafer <100> with 400 pm in thickness.

Dope the Si wafer with boron dopant on the surface with 30 ¡rm thickness
to form a boron membrane.

Deposit 1.2 ¡rm SiO2 @ 300'C on the surface of Si wafer by Chemical
Vapour Deposit (CVD), annual @ I 100 "C for 20 minutes, Figure 5-4 a).

Deposit 0.1 pm Si3N4 @ 300 "C on the suface of SiO2 layer by CVD,
Figure 5-4 a).

Deposit 0.1 ¡rm Si3N4 @ 300 'C ar rhe back of rhe Si wafer by CVD.
Then pattem the backside Si3N4 layer with RIE plasma etch. This
pattemed layer will be used as mask for the next KOH etch procedure,
Figure 5-4 a).

KOH etch @ 80 "C for 6 hours to remove the Si until arriving the boron
membrane layer to form Si diaphlagm, Figur.e 5-4 b).

Pattern and etch top Si3N4 and SiO2 dielectr.ics by RIE to make Si
exposed, Figure 5-4 c).

Deposit 1.13 pm 4u,500Å Cr and 0.25 ¡lm gold by sputredng deposition
and then patter and etch metals to form probe tip, Figurc 5-4 d).

To remove the exposed Si, etch the Si diaphragm from back by RIE,
Figure 5-4 e).
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400 Im
Si wâfer

(a ) the 400Um Si waferdoped with boron
membrane and deposited with L2 Im Siol
and 0.1 Um SilNrmask

0.1 Fm Si1N.r

(b ) lhe Si wafe¡ after KOH erch to form Si diaphragm

exposed Si

(d) depos¡ling the Cr and Au and gold
and lhen etch the metal layer to form the probe tip

(e) the fìnalprobe lip is formed by etchinS lhc Si
diâphragm from back in RIE to renove the exposed Si

Figure 5-4 The silicon rvafer of C\{P during flre micromachining
processing[62]

(c ) the top view with exposed Si



5.4 Conclusion

As shown in Figure 5-5, a micromachined cantilever was mounted to a CpW circuit.

This created a near-field probe that was used to measure a Type B cpw transmission line

(Figure 4-3). Unfofiunately, the signal coupled to the pr.obe was at noise level. The

structure of the miclomachined cantilever is the major reason to cause the problem. since

the signal line and the glound lines had the same length (Figure 5-2), there was no probe

tip constructed. The probe has to be redesigned and fabricated in the future wor.k. other
than that, the gap between the probe tip and the CpVy' circuit plane has also to be

precisely controlled, and the vibration of such a tiny cantilever has to be reduced as much

as possible.

Figure 5-5 CPW probe made ryith the micromachined cantilever
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Ghapter 6 Sluple PCB MensUREMENT wtrH
Mncruenc Loop pRoees

As an alternative to the electric field probing techniques, the magnetic near field

variation has been studied in rccent years, and techniques have been subsequently

developed to measure the magnetic near field produced by a radiating structure t2gl L2g)

[30] . One of the developments is proposed for examining printed Circuit Board (pCB)

through non-contact means. Goulette etc. developed a system for testing electromagnetic

emission and diagnosing faults in PBCs [55] [56] , the system comprises a planar sensor

array of probes consisting of two serially connected wire loops aligned peryendicular to

one another. The sensor anay is positioned close to the energized board under test such

that the magnetic field produced by the currents within board conductors will be picked

up by the sensor element located in the proximity. Similarly, Soiferman [5?] utilized an

array of planar plinted spiral loop antennas as the non-contact sensors for. mapping the

near-field pattems of bare PCBs. They both, for PCB failure detection, compare the near-

field image pattem of boald under test to a rcference pattelr obtained fr.om known non-

faulty boards.

This chapter is based on a set of expeliment repofis that was part of the investigation

to determine detection capabilities of faults in Multi Layers Boards [58] [59] . The probe

design is such that the magnetic field gene'ated by sources (such as neighboudng lines)

other than the printed line under test does not couple to the probe. Altematively, printed

lines dilectly under the probe couple efficiently with the probe, inducing cun.ents which

add constructively. The test set up is shown in Figure 6-l which includes:

o Single-loop/four-loop plobes made from a rigid coaxial cable, the inner
conductive wire is coiled to form the ring(s). The ring diameter d, is about
l0 mm and the inner wire diameter d,,, is about 0.5 mm.
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Wiltron network analyzer, which was used to energize and to collect the
magnetically coupled signal to get the 521 forward transmission
parameters.

HP plotter', a scanning stage to drive the movable probe conductin g lDl2D
scanning over the circuitry area.

PC to control both network analyzer and plotter, and reading data from the
network analyzer.

d, = 0.5 tttnt
tl, = l0 ntnt

Figure 6-l T€st setup for pCB failure detection with magnetic probes

6.1 Near-field RF Inspection of pCBs

Figure 6.2 Traditional PCB fault detection ryith bed of nails

fixed probe
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A traditional solution of PCB fault detection is a contact measurement as shown in

Figure 6-2. It requires a bed of nails fo. excitation and signal detection, which tums out

placement of too many switches and yield of low resolution.

Figure 6.3 Illustration of indirect excitâtion

Figure 6-4 Illustration of direct excitation

Figule 6-3 shows the indirect excitation solution. Indi'ect excitation measurement

induces currents on conducting paths on PCB by one of the loop pair, and generates

magnetic near-field pattern by the other loop. Indirect sources don,t need to touch
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circuits. Indirect excitation has some drawbacks which are weak induced single and

interfere due to direct source-loop coupling.

In contrast, direct excitation can induce cunents on conducting paths on a printed

circuit board as shown in Figure 6-4. The advantage of direct excitation is strong

coupling signal. The drawbacks are that it needs to contact pcB and needs bed of nails

fol exciting.

6.2 Measurements on lndirect exc¡tat¡on

6.2.1 Magnetic Coupling between Loops over a pGB Ground
Plane

Figure 6-5 lndirect excitation over a ground plane

The purpose of the measurements conducted in this section is to investigate the

effects of ground plane to ìndilect excitation. As shorvn in Figure 6-5, the ground plane
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tends to repel the magnetic field away with the induced eddy-cuments. However, the

magnetic field can still go through the ground plane if the ground plane thickness is less

than a few skin depths [60] For copper rhe skin depth can be calculated by

6=Jrlolto, where o = 2nf, þ = ¡rs = 4nxl0-? Wb/m, and o = 5.8x107 S/m. The

thickness of copper sheet on the PCB tested is about l7 pm for a t/z oz. cladding. When

excited at 100 MlIz, the skin depth of the copper sheet is about 6.6 ¡rm, so the effect of

glound plane can be modelled by perfect image current as shown in Figure 6-5.

Considering the scenado shown in Figure 6-6, two loop probes are placed over a pCB

ground plane. One probe is sitting relatively at x0, the other is movable and is moved

from x¡ to x2. The port I of network analyzer feeds the fixed probe for indirect excitation

and the port 2 is connected to the movable probe for collecting magnetically induced

signal. The ring surface normals are parallel. Provided that the left edge of pCB is

marked as x = 0, the fixed probe is located at xs = l) mm, the movable probe is scanning

from x¡ = 25 mm to xz= I25 mm. Two loops arc about h = 8 mm above the plane.

The equivalent circuit for Figure 6-6 is shown in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6.6 TVo loop probes over a large ground plane, ring surface
nornrals are parallel

Wiltron Network
Analyzer
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12

v2

50O tl

Figure 6.7 Equivalent circuit of trvo probes over a ground plâne

"fl=*'';,fr'*

by the network theory asThe relations between Vt, Vz, It, 12 can be expressed

following,

Itt,l_¿l t,, -M,.flr,f
Lv,l rhl-M,, t,, )lt,)

the mutual inductance between loops is [61]

L.-
M ., = M,, = -+ ll Bø"¡(r')ds'

I, J¿

= +$J#),,,,i,ai'
u^A,A^ ^ "

_ _ :__:,___t___L (n,. tr. )4nR' ' '

(6-1)

(6-2)

where R is the distance between two loops, At and Az are the areas of two loops,

and n, , ri, are the normals to loop I and loop 2, r.espectively.

Given the same geometry, the self inclucrance of each loop is [61]
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It,=tt==r,,{"ff-r.*) (6-3)

(6-6)

(6-'7)

(6-8)

whele r is the ring radius of loops and d is the wire diameter.

From the equivalent circuit in Figure 6-7, V1 and V2 can be caÌculated.

v,= 
==i'!,,, v,*-L! _ ¡ru,¡, (6-4)' 50+ jaL,, 50+ jaL,,

vz=-5orz=-] - ¡ru,,t,
50+ joLrr" (6-5)

under unilateral approximation, which assumes loop 2 does not give any loopback

coupling to the source circuit, loopl, we will have the approximation

' 50+ jtoL,,

substitute (6-6) into (6-5),

v. =- 5o
' 50+ jaL,r" '' 50+ jaLtl

Hence, 52¡ = Vz / V, can then be calculated with

5,, = - iroM,,. 50 I

'' 50+ joL.2 50+ jatL,,

The above dìscussion does not take into account the effects of self-inductance and

mutual inductance of the images. As shown in Figure 6-8, when considering the effects of
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images, the self-inductance and mutual inductance equations (6-2) and (6-3) must be

recalculaled.

tW' R'
,,..... 

...j

i¡.¡:

i' 'l'''ì i'
i¡
iv

Figure 6-8 TVo probes over a ground plane and their images

^, t1!. - lloArAt- 
4trç!n'+Qh)2)3

r nrnqt - FoArA.
" 4z(2h)l

(6-12\

Figure 6-9 shows both theoretical and expenmental results of 52¡. The calculations of
eìther with the consideration of image effects (Equations (6-ll) and (6-12)) or.wirhout

L,,, 
= ¡t",1 -82-2.4s)-!,A,AL' '"1_ ¿ )4r(2h)3

(6-9)

(6- l0)

(6-l l)



the consideration of cunent image effects (Equations (6-2) and (6-3)) are plotted.

Regardless of the magnitude offset, the experimental result agrees well with the

numerical result. Figure 6-9 also shows that 52¡ is at the noise level when the distance

between two loops is greater than 50 mm, and there is minor magnetic coupling between

them. When the distance is less than 50 mm, the inter-pr.obe coupling (interfere) is

dominant.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120
Distance between two loops (mm)

Figure 6.9 The numerical sinìulation ys, experimentâl data for tryo loops
over a ground plane and ring surface normals are parallel

A measurement was also conducted for the scenado where ring surface normals arc

olthogonal, as shown in Figurc 6-10. Similarly, the fixed probe was located at x0 = l2
mm, the movable probe was scanning flom x¡ = 27 mm to xz = 127 mm, two loops were

at 8 mm above the cilcuit plane. The test result is shown in Figure 6-ll. As expected

from Equation (6-2), the|e was no magnetic coupling between two loops when their r.ing

surface normals are perpendicular to each other, and 52¡ plot is at the noise level.
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Figure 6-10 Trvo loop probes over a large ground plane, ring surface
normâls are otthogonal
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Distance between two loops (mm)

Figure 6-11 S2r plot for trvo loops over a ground plane and ring surface
normals are orthogonal

Tlying to enhance the performance of the measunng system, a multi-loop (four.-loop)

probe was also made and tested to be used as the movable probe. Measurements were



repeated with the four-loop probe for both configurations wherc normal vectors to dng

surfaces are parallel and orthogonal. unless mentioned, the setups are the same as shown

in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-10. The singleloop probe was fixed at xe = 0 mm, and the

movable four-loop probe was scanning from x¡ = 15 mm to xz = l 15 mm. Two probes

were at 8 mm above the ground plane. Figure 6-12 and Figure 6-13 show the single loop

probe vs. the foul loop probe performance.

o 20 40 60 80 100 120
Distance between two loops (mm)

Figure 6-12 Performance comparison of singleloop and four-loop probes,
ring surface normals âre parallel

It is noticed in Figure 6-12 that the inter-probe coupling level between two single-

loop plobes does not change significantly by using a singleJoop or a four--loop pr.obe.

Provided that the self-inducrance of a single loop, i.e. loop 2 is L22 and the mutual

inductance between two single loop, i.e. loop 2 and loop I is M2¡, when loop 2 is
replaced with an N toroid loop, i.e. N = 4, the self-inductance of the 4-loop probe will be

N2¿22, assuming that the loop 2 is an infinite thin wire loop. The mutual inductance
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between loop 2 and loop I ìs now NM2¡. Equation (6-8) can be rcwritten for the four loop

configuration.

L22 tums out to be approximately 0.047 ¡rH by Equation (6-3) given the r.ing

parameters shown in Figure 6-1. The inductance [1øL221of a single loop is roughÌy 30 ÇJ

at frequency of 100 MHz. The 52¡ for both configurations can be calculated by Equation

(6-8) and (6-13).

s !t:* = - ioM:!ry. 50 I
'' 50+ iaLtrt:-P 50+ iaLtl

lt"l=l,r,l @#;rÃ*jr¡
=lørø,,1'|L ---L-' ," 

JrO= + :Of 150 
+ 7ro,t,,l

=0.s61øu.1.--L' '" l5o+ ¡at,,l

lcqtoopl l-.,^,.u,-,| 50 I
lr)., | - llt¡Yl ^, l-| ¿' r r--'- :, t 

lsO+ ¡rot',,**l ISO+ ¡at,,l

=qla¡u^]., 5o I| ''r lso+ jt6toL..l lso+ ¡atr,,l

=lru..l ---29- I, -,' 
tr0, +aSO_ ISO+ iør,,1

=o.alaM -.1.---J-' '" 
150 + 7rr;L,,1

(6- 13)

(6-14)

(6- rs)

In actual loop probe design, the wirc cannot be infinitely thin and hence the self

inductance L22 will be between N2Lzz and NL22. The ls2t4looel will then be closer to lS2¡1.

This gives an approximate explanation to measurcment result in Figure 6-12.



Note that from Equation (6-15), S2r is very sensitive to L22 value accuracy, in another

words, is sensitive to the value of oL22 vs. Zo. If tlt.Lzz << Zo, then the inter-loop coupling

will incrcase 4 times (- +12 dB), while the coupling will decrease 4 times (- -12 dB) if
uLzz>>h.

Figure 6-13 shows the result when normal vectors to dng surfaces are orthogonal. As

expected from Equation (6-2) there is no coupling between two loops and 52¡ plot is at

the noise level for this test configuration.

€0
DisË rEs (mrfl)

Figure 6-13 Perfornnnce comparison of single-loop and fourloop probes,
ring surface normals are orthogonal
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6.2.2 Magnetic Coupling between loops over a pCB Trace with
Both Ends Shorted to Ground

This section will investigate the feasibility of using two loop probes to detect pCB

tlace failure. Instead of a large ground plane, a cilcuit board was used. This circuit board

consists of a dielectric layel with dielectr.ic constant t¡ = 3.3, a copper layer on one side

as ground plane, and a l0 cm long by I mm wide circuit trace on the other side. Both

ends of the trace wete shorted to ground.

Figure 6-14 Trvo loop probes over the circuit trace ryith both ends shorted

6.2.2.1 Frequency Sweeping to Measure the Coupling Characteristic

As shown in Figure 6-14, two probes ar.e at 8 mm above the circuit board. The fixed

plobe is at xo, and the movable probe is at xr ot-x2. Port I of network analyzer feeds the

fixed probe for excitation, port 2 was connected to the movable one to collect the

inductive coupling signal.

The sweeping frequency is from 40 MHz to 1000 MHz. Two measurements were

taken for the movable probe at two spots x¡ and x2 (Figure 6-14), x¡ is 7.5 cm away from

x0 along the trace, while x2 is 2 cm away from x¡ along the ring surface normal.
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As shown in Figure 6-15, plot A is the measurement of movable probe being at x¡ and

plot B is for the measurement at x2. The peaks around -50 dB are the trace resonant

frequencies. The first resonant frequency is at about 300 MHz. When/< 300 MHz, the

wavelength is less than I m, there will be no resonance, so the trace can then be treated as

lumped coil (loop) inductive element. If / > 300 MHz it will see line resonance effects.

Hence, the operation should be in quasi-static region, for which frequency is less than

250 ÌlllHz to have the inter-loop coupling measured independent of trace resonance.
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Figure 6-15 Frequency srveeping results by trvo single-loop probes
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6.2.2.2 Scanning along the PCB Trace

When two conductive wire loops are dght over a tr.ace, as shown in Figure 6-16, the

rclations between V¡, V2, V¡and I¡, 12, I¡ can be wlitten as,

M,,fl I,f
,,,llt.l
r,, ll ,, I

lt,1=*lí",,
LV, ) LM,,

M,,

L,,

M,,
(6-16)

Figure 6-16 Trvo loops over a PCB trace

For case that excited frequency is well below rhe resonance frequency, / < 300 MHz,

the PCB trace can be tleated as a lumped parameter device by ignorìng the distributed

nature of the transmission line and thus can be modelled as a single loop. The inductance

of the loop is L, and loop area is 2d.1.

Since the tl'ace ìs shorted to ground, % = 0, hence

, M,,1,
' L,,

o=lbt,,r,+L,,r,l = (6-t7)



given that M21 = M¡1,

v.t';P2 = - j0M,21, _ joM:tll
L,,

v^ = -- 
5o 

v.t"pz' 50 + jaL,, ^^

o V, jaM,t,
Jlr ----.' V, L,,

50 I
50 + jaL,,

(6- 18)

(6-1e)

(6-20)
50 + j aL22

where Lx is the inductance per unit length of microstrip t-line, and

M , =4,ALi--4:4r- PoA' ?,t I''- 4tr J"1^!x, +tt,r, =-fr¡7¡71" (ó-2D

Flom Equation (6-20), as the substrate thickness ¿1 is in order of I mm, much less tha¡r

the distance ft (about 8 mm) between the loop and the trace, and also much less than the

PCB trace length l,, the value of Mû c^n be app¡.oximately estimated to be a very small

value. This will be demonstrated in the experiments that follow.

Figure 6-17 shows the numedcal result of magnetic coupling between the pCB trace

and the loop probe by Equation (6-20). Provided that ¿, is in order of 100 nH for the

PCB trace undel test, the magnetic coupling is very small at -76 dB level.
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Figure 6-17 Calculated magnetic coupling bet\yeen the pCB trace and the
movable loop probe

Similar to the experìmental investigation done in ó.2.1, both single loop and four.-loop

movable probe were used for measurement of the pcB trace. The fìxed probe was at x0 =
1.0 cm, the movable plobe was scanning flom xl =2.6 cm to x2 = 9.5 cm. These two

loops were 0.8 cm high right above the circuit trace. Figure 6-18 shows the measurement

results when two ring surface normals were parallel. Thele is a 3-4 dB enhancement

when using a four'-loop probe in place of a single-loop probe. The 521 plot is at noise

level when the distance between two probes is greater than 50 mm, and there is minor.

magnetic coupling between them. while the distance is less than 50 mm, the inter-probe

coupling (interfele) is dominant.
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Figure 6-18 Performânce comparison of singleloop and fourJoop ¡rrobes
scanning along the trace, ring surface normals are parallel

Measulement was also conducted for scenario that ring surface nol.mals were

orthogonal. Figure 6-19 shows there was minor coupllng between loops and between

loops and trace.
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Figure 6-19 Performance comparison of singleloop and four.loop probes
scanning along the trace, ring surface normals are orthogonal

Figure 6-20 Scanning along the path âside fronl but parallel to the trace
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To investigate the coupling level of scanning right over the trace from that of

scanning along a path aside from but parallel to the trace, a measurement also was

conducted as shown in Figule 6-20. In the measurement two loops right over the circuit

trace, the fixed probe was located at x6 - 3.6 cm, the movable probe tvas scanning from

xr = 5.3 cm to x2 = 12.3 cm. These two loops were dir.ectly over the tl-ace at height of h =
0.8 cm.

In the test that two loops were both 3.5 cm away from the trace, the fixed probe was

located at xo' = 5.3 cm, the movable probe was scanning from x¡' = 7.0 cm to x2, - 14.0

cm' Figure 6-21 shows the scanning results of the S21 forward transmission ratio versus

the distance between the fixed loop and the movable loop.

1ô 5Ò
Disbæs (mm)

Figure 6.21 Distance scanning results by trvo single-loop probes in the
case of circuit trace rvith each end short circuited
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6.3 Measurement on Direct excitation

This section will discuss some measurement rcsults on direct excitation. As shown in

Figure 6-22, only one single-loop probe was used in the measurement. The circuit board

is the same as that used in 6.2. The portl of network analyzer was directly connected to

one of the trace ends, and the port2 was connected to the movable probe to collect the

coupling signal from the trace. The other end of the circuit was short circuited. Two

measurements were conducted for this configuration:

Frequency sweeping to measure the coupling characteristic versus the
stimulus frequency.

Transverse scanning over the circuit trace.

Figure 6-22 Measurement on direct excitation

6.3.1 Frequency Sweeping to Measure the Coupling
Characteristic

The frequency sweeping measurcment was taken at x¡ and x2 (Figure 6-22). x1 is 2.5

cm away from the signal feeding end, while x2 is 7.5 cm away from the end. The loop

was 0.7 cm high over-the circuit trace. The sweeping frequency is fiom 40 MHz to l00O
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MHz. As shown in Figure 6-23, Plot A is the result at x1 and plot B is the result at x2. It is

expected to see the similal results explained in 6.2.2.1.
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Figure 6-23 Frequency srveeping for a singleloop probe from 40 MHz to
1000MHz

Figure 6-24 is a zoomed-jn plot for 40 MHz <f < 200lvILIz.
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Figure 6.24 Frequency srveeping for a single-loop probe from 40MHz to
200MHz

6.3,2 Transverse Scanning across the PCB Trace

Transverse scanning ovel circuit tlace with a single loop probe for direct excitation

was conducted as shown in Figure 6-25. The intersection xl of the scanning path and

circuit trace was 2.5 cm away from the signal feeding end. The scanning range was l0
cm, 5 cm aside on each side of the trace.

5. Oq0dq/Þ¡v
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Figure 6-25 Tlansverse scanning across the circuit trace

Figure 6-26 An âpproximate model for magnetic field calculation rvithout
consideration of image current effect

An approximate magnetic field distribution over the PCB surface is shown in Figure

6-26 when looking at the cross section of the PCB trace. with the consideratron of image



cuffent effect, the closed magnetic field curls in the very near field region can be

considered approximately as a group of circles having a common tangential line at point

(y = 0, z = 0). Provided that the electdc cunent is along x axis, the y component B), of the

magnetic field B at the central point of the loop can be formulated when the probe is at y.

8.. = þol 
"o"o' 2nr'

(6-22)

where 1is the cunent in circuit fïace, r'is the distance between the central point of the

loop and circuit trace, and o is the angle formed by the vector B and y axis.

For a closed magnetic field curl, the radius r is

r = h+ Lz=,tf +|1,r)'-

Àz can then be expressed as

Substitute Lz in (6-23) with (6-24),

r = h+Lz- Y -t tt

2lt

Hence,

v- - lt'Lz='
2lt

(6-23)

(6-24)

(6-2s)

(6-26)B = --AL"o, o = --!t!- Y'- t'_
t 

2ft1 y: + tr'z 
---"' 

2zr[¡'. a ¡ yt + t,'
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Figure 6.27 Simulation result of transverse scân oy€r the circuit trâce rvith
a single-loop probe

Figure 6-28 Measurement result of transverse scan over the circuit trâce
rvith a singleJoop probe
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Figtre 6-27 is the magnitude plot of B" calculated by (6-26). The coupled cumenr

signal to the probe will be propoftional to 8,.. Figure 6-28 is the measurement result. with
the assumptions for the very near field region the measur€ment result agrees with the

simulated result.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, both indirect and dir.ect excitation measurements with magnetic

probes were investigated as an altemative to capacitively coupled probing technique.

Frequency sweeping performed indicated that to eliminate trace resonance at high

frequency where PCB traces cannot be treated as lumped coil (loop) inductive elements,

the measurement with magnetic probes can be only done at frequency lower than 300

MHz.

The measurcment and simulation results also illustrated that in the indirect excitation

measulement, the inter-probe coupling (intelfere) is dominant when two probes wer.e

close to each other'. Increasing the loop coil numbel. of pr.obe did not enhance the

pelformance very much, fol' instance, using a four. coil loop was giving a 3dB

performance enhancement.
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ChapterT Gorucluslolrls

The feasibility of the applications of electromagnetically coupled probes as diagnostic

tools for a broad range of microwave circuits has been investigated. unlike a traditional

circuit measurement technique, non-contact near-field probes are much less likely to

disturb the normal operation of the device under test at Gigaheúz frequency.

An automated near-field probing system has been designed and built capable of
ploducing information unavailable from conventional measurement techniques. A system

transfer model was created to prove that the transfer function of device under test can be

obtained provided that the transfer function of near-field probe is derivable from

modelling. By using a method of moment (MOM) solution, T. Forzley has given a

approximate model for various heights of the plobe above the transmiss.ion line and

incremental displacements relative to the center of the tr.ansmission line [5] . The system

hardware and softwale were built in a module-oriented manlter such that the system was

flexible and scalable to facilitate testing on wide range of microwave devices. The systern

is capable of one-dimension and two-dimension scanning for mm and pm resolution

applications. The software developed based on LabView@ is user friendly and capable of

communicating to vadous measurement instruments, i.e. Network Analyzer, Spectrum

Analyzer and Oscilloscope.

Valious miclowave devices have been tested by monopole and CPW probes with the

automâted near-field scanning system. The performance of both monopole and CpW

probes were investigated by measudng CPW h.ansmission lines. To verify the

measurement results, CPW transmission Iine analysis was performed. The transverse

electric field variation of CPW transmission line was modeled by solving the Laplace

boundary value (BV) problem using a finite differ.ence MOM approach with a SOR

Iterative Matrix Solver [40] . The longìtudinaì electric field variation modelling was
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performed by tfaditional transmission line theory. Both transverse and longitudinal scan

over the cPW transmission lines were conducted and the results were compared with the

numerical models. The test results recommend that the cPw probe and monopole probe

have a compalable measurement performance, thus micron-meter electric near-field

probes can be fabricated in a form of planar structurc through the micromachining

process to improve the spatial resolution. In addition, the probes were also used to

measure the GHz single patch antennas and microstrip antenna alrays. The test results

illustrate fufther proof to the feasibility of electric near-field probe application.

As an altemative to the electric near-field probing technique, the magnetic near-field

probing has been also investigated to determine detection capabilities of faults in Multi

Layers Boards t58l t59l . The signal frequency in such applications is limited up to 300

MHz range, and strong coupling between magnetic probes has been found to have

considerable impact on the performance of this near-field measulement approach

A micromachined electric near'-field probe designed and fabricated at Alberta

Microelectron ics centrc has been evaluated at scale less than 100 um measurement. The

electrìc coupling between the probe and the transmission line under test was not str:ong

enough and data acquircd was at noise level. This was mainly due to the structul.e of the

micromachined cantilevel'. There was no probe tip constructed since the signal line and

the ground lines had same length. The probe has to be redesigned and fabricated in the

future work. othel than that, the gap between the cantilever and the cpw circuit plane

has also to be precisely controlled, and the vibration of such a tiny cantilever.has to be

reduced as much as possible.
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